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A b s t r a c t
This dissertation studies the design of multirate filter banks by adopting a so- 
called system approach. The design issue of Johnston’s method is first investigated 
in which an explicit expression of the reconstruction error is derived using Lyapunov 
stability theory, and new convergent iterative algorithms are proposed through non­
linear optimization. The results are extended to the two-dimensional filter banks. 
The design issue of more general multirate filter banks is also investigated through 
model matching method. Using standard results from modem control theory, new 
design algorithms are developed which minimize the reconstruction error while com­
pletely eliminating the aliasing error. State-space realizations, inner-outer factoriza­
tions, and optimal Hankel norm approximation are used to reduce the complexity 
of computation and improve the accuracy of the proposed design algorithms.
viii
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C h a p t e r  1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n
1 .1  H is t o r ic a l  O v e r v ie w
The conventional digital signal processing structures belong to the class of single- 
rate systems since the sampling rates at the input and at the output and at all 
internal nodes are the same. Multirate digital signal processing systems employ two 
sampling rate alteration devices, the down-samplers and the up-samplers. Discrete­
time systems with unequal sampling rates at various parts of the system axe called 
multirate systems. The fact that a signal can be split into more than one channels 
using non-ideal filters, down-sampled and then reconstructed without spectral over­
lap (aliasing) was observed two decades ago [9]. Since then, the field of multirate 
filter banks has been growing considerably. The discipline of multirate digital signal 
processing techniques finds applications in speech and image compression, the digi­
tal audio industry, statistical and adaptive signal processing, numerical solution of 
differential equations, and in many other fields [90]. It also fits naturally with cer­
tain special classes of time-frequency representations such as the short-time Fourier 
transform and the wavelet transform, which axe useful in analyzing the time-varying 
nature of signal spectra [52, 69, 90, 95].
Typically, for example, in digital audio field, three different sampling rates axe 
presently adopted: 32 kHz in broadcasting, 44.1 kHz in digital compact disk (CD), 
and 48 kHz in digital audio tape (DAT) [44]. Conversion of sampling rates of au­
dio signals among these three different rates is often necessary in many situations. 
Because the sampling space in a multirate system can vary from point to point,
1
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the sampling rates at various internal points can be kept as small as possible. This 
leads to more efficient processing of signals. Unfortunately multirate systems also 
result in a  new type of error, aliasing, which should be cancelled completely. Early 
work in multirate signal processing has focused on aliasing cancellation. An inter­
esting development is that after the initial results on aliasing cancellation, Mintzer, 
Smith and Barnwell independently demonstrated the possibility of obtaining the 
exact reconstruction of the input signal at the output [53, 77]. Applications to 
speech and image compressions in subband coding are the impetus to research of 
multirate filter banks. In such filter banks, a digital signal is filtered and split into 
different frequency bands which is then down-sampled, coded, and transmitted. At 
the receiver end, the transmitted signals can then be decoded, filtered, up-sampled, 
and the original signal recovered by the perfect reconstruction. Thus the subband 
coding technique offers great efficiency in compression of the digital data, and mul­
tirate filter banks are ideal for providing the tool to accomplish data compressions. 
The last fifteen years or so have witnessed the rapid development in the design of 
multirate filter banks. Many new design techniques axe proposed, and improved 
which are widely used in engineering applications. Moreover perfect reconstruction 
has been extensively studied from two-channel case to multi-channel ones by many 
researchers [17, 28, 40, 58, 78, 86, 90, 87, 89, 93], including the detailed analysis of 
lossless (orthogonal) systems and the building of linear phase filter banks. Compre­
hensive overviews of this subject can be found in [90, 94].
Multirate filter banks can be divided into uniform filter banks and nonuniform 
ones. The sampling rates for uniform filter banks are not only integers but also 
the same. This leads to a uniform division of the signal spectrum. Most research 
falls into this category. Without specifically mentioned, “filter bank” usually means
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uniform filter bank. On the other hand, a nonuniform filter bank has unequal 
sampling rates which can be rational, i.e., non-integer. This leads to a nonuniform 
division of the signal spectrum. Hence they axe more general and versatile because 
of the flexibility in their structure.
While nonuniform multi-channel filter banks are most interesting and challeng­
ing, the initial study in multirate signal processing focused on two-channel multirate 
filter banks consisting of half band filters. These are the simpliest filter banks. But 
if the underlying filters axe linear phase, then perfect reconstruction is not trivial 
at all *. In fact it is known that a sufficient condition of power complementary [90] 
for perfect reconstruction holds for only those linear phase filters with trivial mag­
nitude response. For this reason Johnston proposed a simple optimization method 
for the design of two-channel linear phase multirate filter banks through minimiza­
tion of reconstruction error and stop band error in magnitude response [36]. This is 
the earliest design method which results in not only high performance filter banks, 
but also efficient design procedures that axe easy to understand and to implement. 
However it is difficult to be extended to multi-channel multirate filter banks, and 
it does not admit property of perfect reconstruction. A new paradigm is needed 
in order to tackle the general design issues and meanwhile minimize or even elimi­
nate the reconstruction error. This gives the rise of Vaidyanathan’s work on perfect 
reconstruction of general uniform multirate filter banks by using paxaunitaxy and 
lossless system theory which provides a unified framework for multi-channel filter 
banks [90]. By adopting (lossless) polyphase matrices, Vaidyanathan showed how 
perfect reconstruction can be accomplished by restricting a polyphase component
1 Linear phase filters have the property of preserving the waveform of the input signals which 
are preferred in engineering applications.
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matrix in the analysis bank to be FIR and lossless based on lattice structure decom­
position of the filter bank. This is equivalent to enforce the alias component matrix 
to be FIR and lossless. A lossless alias component matrix implies that the analysis 
filters satisfy the power-complementary property. Therefore, the aim is to optimize 
the parameters in the decomposed lattice filters so that the sum of the stopband 
energies of the analysis filters is minimized. The advantage of the new nonlinear 
optimization is perfect reconstruction. The price paid is the increase of computation 
complexity with the drawback of nonlinear phase. The problem of nonlinear phase 
is later resolved in [62, 63] by giving up the power complementary condition. But 
the resulting filters have relatively high orders compared with Johnston’s method.
A notable work parallel to Vaidyanathan’s is that of Vetterli [93]. He indepen­
dently introduced the concepts of alias component matrix and polyphase component 
matrix in a different way and in different terminology such as modulated filter ma­
trix and polyphase filter matrix. By using matrix properties and matrix operation, 
the conditions for aliasing error and amplitude distortion elimination were given. 
Also, a general sufficient condition and a specific necessary condition for perfect 
reconstruction were derived. Moreover, Vetterli linked the relation between filter 
banks and transmultiplexers. Furthermore, when concerning the synthesis filters, 
he showed that the design was a trade-off between individual filter quality, recon­
struction quality, and input-output delay.
In contrast to Johnston, Vaidyanathan, and Vetterli, the work of Nayebi, Smith, 
and Barnwell took a different approach in which the analysis/synthesis system was 
analyzed in the time domain [58]. Every filter bank system was divided into three 
sections, the analysis section, the down-up sampling section, and the synthesis sec­
tion. For each of those three sections, an input/output relationship was derived
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in vector form. All analysis and synthesis filters were treated as having the same 
length which is an integer multiple of the decimation rate. Through matrix ma­
nipulation, the input/output relationship of the filter bank was then expressed in a 
general block-matrix equation. This led to a set of necessary and sufficient condi­
tions for exact (perfect) reconstruction. Although the general block-matrix equation 
is overconstrained so that it is not solvable for nontrivial cases, given the analysis 
filters, it is always possible to find the optimum synthesis filters by minimizing a 
feasible norm. The design algorithms are based on an iterative process in which the 
reconstruction error is reduced to a desired value which can be set to zero, equiva­
lent to perfect reconstruction. Through this time-domain approach, Nayebi, Smith, 
and Barnwell obtained several satisfactory results in multirate filter bank design 
[59, 60, 61].
The success in perfect reconstruction for uniform filter banks motivated research 
for nonuniform filter banks. Hoang and Vaidyanathan considered the simpliest type 
of nonuniform filter banks consisting of integer sampling rates [26]. Necessary condi­
tions for elimination of aliasing error were derived, and a specific example was used 
to demonstrate the possibility of perfect reconstruction. It was achieved through 
conversion of nonuniform filter banks into uniform ones. Their method was later 
classified as “indirect”. A direct method was proposed afterwards by Kovacevic and 
Vetterli [43] in conversion of nonuniform filter banks into uniform ones which has 
less computation complexity leading to better design in terms of filter responses. 
More importantly the direct method applies to those nonuniform filter banks with 
rational sampling rates. However it should be mentioned that the direct method 
can not replace the indirect method completely in the sense that there exist cases 
where the direct method does not work, while the indirect method works. Perhaps
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a more serious issue for nonuniform filter banks is the so called “structure depen­
dency” which until today is still an open problem. Other work in nonuniform filter 
banks can be found in the literature which includes time domain approach [59], and 
lifting or blocking technique [4].
Although perfect reconstruction is desirable, and is theoretically interesting, it 
may not be practical in engineering applications. Recall that the design is a trade-off 
between various qualities of individual filters, reconstruction error, and input-output 
delay. Therefore, in using linear phase filters, there is a direct conflict between qual­
ities of magnitude response of individual filters and signal reconstruction. Design 
methods based on perfect reconstruction usually have higher computation complex­
ity, and higher cost in implementation. Considering that other design methods often 
generate near-perfect reconstruction, it is really not necessarily to enforce zero re­
construction error at all cost. In fact exact reconstruction does not exist in reality 
because of the existence of the coding error. Linear phase and free of aliasing are 
much more important features for preserving the original signal. Other consider­
ations are relatively secondary. For this reason, a new line of research emerged 
recently [74, 3, 4]. It separates the design of analysis filter bank from that of syn­
thesis bank which allows more freedom. Indeed, analysis banks can now be designed 
independently solely for subband coding. Synthesis banks are then designed through 
minimization of the reconstruction error which serves better the purpose of recover­
ing the original signal. The advantage of this new design method lies in the fact that 
analysis and synthesis filter banks have different roles in multirate signal processing. 
Different treatments to different filter banks improve the overall performance of the 
filter bank, including coding quality, and simplify the design procedures as well. It 
was Shenoy, Burnside, and Parks who proposed first the model matching concept
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that inspired other work in the same problem area. The most interesting ones are 
[3, 4] in which Chen and Francis investigated multirate filter banks by using blocking 
(also known as lifting) technique as well as Ti*, optimization. One unique feature 
of this design method is the usage of theory from linear control systems. The model 
matching error is measured by /2 -induced norm which is the same as 'H00 norm of 
the error system. Given causal and stable FIR or HR analysis filters, and given a 
tolerable time delay, their work gives a systematic design procedure to design causal 
and stable HR synthesis filters to minimize the Tioo norm, for which there is a ready­
made software. The limitation of this design method is that in addition to nonzero 
aliasing error, quite high order synthesis filters may be required in order to achieve 
good reconstruction error due to unblocking operation. Therefore, model reduction 
was employed to reduce the order of synthesis filters in [3].
Before concluding this section, it should be mentioned that the success of sub­
band coding also encouraged researchers to extend the ideas to multidimensional 
signals. Because of applications in image compression and coding, two dimensional 
multirate systems have attracted great attention. Vetterli [92] first demonstrated 
the possibility of using the multirate filter banks in multiple dimensions. Since then 
progress has been made by many researchers of which a natural approach explored 
most is to obtain multidimensional filters from their one-dimensional counterparts. 
Among all the different methods, the one demonstrated by Chen and Vaidyanathan 
[6, 7] is probably the most general and effective [38]. According to their study, an 
one dimensional low pass prototype filter can be designed first, a separable multi­
dimensional filter can then be constructed from the prototype filter, and finally the 
desired filter bank can be obtained by matrix decimation. This method works for 
arbitrary dimensions and arbitrary parallelepiped-shaped passbands. The Nyquist
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constraint and zero-phase (known as linear phase in 1-D case) requirement can both 
be satisfied. Moreover, the polyphase components all have separable denominators, 
although the initial multidimensional filters may be nonseparable. The drawback of 
the design method in [6, 7] is the dependence on 1-D method. Because the set of 
all multi-dimensional filters is much greater than the set of transformed ones, the 
optimality of the design method in [6, 7] is questionable. Despite of many difficul­
ties, research results in multidimensional filter banks grow at a rapid rate. However 
other existing design methods are less successful, and thus will not be covered in 
this section.
1 .2  D is se r t a t io n  C o n t r ib u t io n s
This dissertation is a continuation of the existing research in multirate digital 
signal processing, emphasizing on the design of multirate filter banks for the pur­
pose of data compression and subband coding. In spite of tremendous progress in 
this growing area, many problems remained of which some will be treated in this 
work. Specifically the model matching method proposed in [3] will be pursued, and 
re-examined. As mentioned early, a drawback of the results in [3] is the existence 
of the aliasing error. Although small reconstruction error implies small aliasing er­
ror, the actual reconstruction error is very sensitive to the aliasing error because 
of the existence of the coding error. How to minimize the reconstruction error 
while eliminating the aliasing error is thus an open problem which will be studied 
in this dissertation with a satisfactory answer. Another problem is the design is­
sue of Johnston for two-channel filter banks [36]. Thus far there exist a number of 
practical iterative algorithms which lack convergence analysis. This problem will 
be investigated for both one-, and two-dimensional multirate filter banks for which
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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new algorithms are proposed, and convergence issue resolved. An important feature 
of this dissertation is the use of modem control theory for linear time-invariant sys­
tems. System theories such as Lyapunov stability and optimal control axe the main 
tools. Indeed by using Lyapunov method, an explicit expression of the reconstruc­
tion error is derived for the two channel filter banks studied by Johnston [36] which 
allows further analysis of the convergence of the proposed iterative algorithms. Us­
ing optimal control theory, a design algorithm is developed which minimizes the 
reconstruction error while eliminating the aliasing error completely. State-space re­
alization and inner-outer factorization axe used as well to reduce the computation 
load to improve the efficiency of the proposed design algorithm.
The contributions of this dissertation axe stated in more detail as follows:
• Development of new iterative algorithms for the design problem of Johnston 
[36] which axe proven to be convergent.
The design problem of Johnston for two-channel filter banks [36] will be 
investigated in Chapter 2 which considers the design of quadrature mirror fil­
ter (QMF) banks whose analysis and synthesis filters axe FIR and have linear 
phase. The design criterion is of least-square type with an error index which 
is a lineax combination of the reconstruction error and the stop band error in 
quadratic norm [36]. Such an error index is highly nonlinear and its global 
minimum is difficult to compute in finite algorithmic steps. Thus several itera­
tive algorithms have been previously developed for minimizing this particular 
nonlinear error index function [2, 21, 34, 70]. However there lacks convergence 
analysis on these iterative algorithms in the literature. This dissertation pro­
poses a new algorithm that is a modification of the one developed in [2] and 
proves its convergence. The results include a new derivation for an explicit
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expression of the error index to be minimized and a necessary condition for 
minimality. These results offer new insight to the design of QMF banks and 
relate it to a more general nonlinear optimization problem. Moreover it is 
shown that this new algorithm is a quasi-Newton descend algorithm, and thus 
it not only converges, but also admits fast convergence rate in the vicinity of 
the minimum solution. The same method is applied to the iterative algorithm 
developed in [34] as well which yields similar convergence results.
•  Development of an efficient design algorithm that minimizes model matching 
error for QMF banks subject to zero aliasing error.
The design of quadrature mirror filter banks is studied again in Chapter 3 
via frequency domain optimizations. A new approach is adopted that gives 
the necessary and sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction (PR). While 
analysis filter banks axe designed to achieve frequency domain specifications 
required for subband coding, synthesis filter banks axe designed to minimize 
the reconstruction error in frequency domain that achieves zero aliasing er­
ror. Two criteria axe used to measure the reconstruction error: W2 or RMS 
(root-mean-squaxe), and Woo or Chebyshev (sup-norm). All stable and causal 
synthesis filter banks that satisfy zero aliasing error axe first parameterized, 
and state-space solutions axe then derived for both W2 and Woo optimizations. 
Efficient numerical algorithms axe proposed to obtain the optimal synthesis 
filter bank. Moreover the asymptotic PR property is established for optimal 
W2 and Woo solutions of the synthesis filter bank.
• Extension of the efficient design algorithm to multi-channel filter banks that 
minimizes reconstruction error subject to zero aliasing error.
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For multi-channel filter banks, parameterization of all causal stable synthe­
sis filter banks with zero aliasing error is more complicated. The reason is 
that the determinant of the aliasing component matrix can be complex valued 
while coefficients of the filter banks are real. This problem is resolved in Chap­
ter 4 through the use of polyphase decomposition. The efficient and reliable 
algorithm is generalized from two-channel to multi-channel filter banks. De­
spite that the computation complexity and filter order increase as the number 
of channels grows, the care is taken to lower both so that the algorithm is 
comparable to the two-channel case. Moreover the conversion of nonuniform 
filter banks to uniform ones is also considered. Although [43] introduced a 
transform of the analysis filter bank into an equivalent uniform system, the 
transformation for the synthesis filter bank was not mentioned due to its com­
plexity. This missing formulae is derived in this dissertation so that individual 
synthesis filters in the equivalent uniform system axe exactly the polyphase 
components of the synthesis filters in the nonuniform filter banks. Therefore, 
this type of nonuniform multirate filter banks can now be easily designed by 
using the existing design techniques for the uniform multirate filter banks.
• Extension of the proposed iterative algorithm to two-dimensional two-channel 
multirate filter banks.
The design issue of two dimensional (2-D) two-channel multirate filter banks 
is raised in Chapter 5. The filter banks involve linear phase FIR diamond­
shaped analysis and synthesis filters. The design criterion is of least-square 
type with an error index which is a linear combination of the reconstruction 
error and the stop band error in quadratic norm. Due to the limitation of 
the filter orders in two different direction, the reconstruction error in one
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dimensional case can not be generalized directly. Modification is made so that 
the error index function is meaningful for such 2-D FIR filter banks. The 
results include a derivation of an explicit expression for the error index to be 
minimized, the necessary condition for minimality, and iterative algorithms to 
obtain minimal solutions. This is an extension of the results in Chapter 2 that 
was initially reported in [25] focusing on one dimensional case.
This dissertation is comprehensive in using the system theory to approach mul­
tirate digital signal processing. The results axe submitted to journals of IEEE of 
which one appeared [25], one accepted [30], and others under review [31, 32]. It is 
hoped that the results in this dissertation will improve the technology for multirate 
digital signal processing.
1 .3  B a c k g r o u n d  M a t e r ia l s
This section introduces some most fundamental concepts of multirate signal pro­
cessing and linear control systems. The integration of signal processing and system 
control enables us to adopt a system approach to the design of multirate filter banks.
1 . 3.1 B a s i c s  o f  M u l t i r a t e  S i g n a l  P r o c e s s i n g
Only the very basic concepts shown from Figure 1.1 to 1.5 will be introduced. 
Decimation and Interpolation
Multirate signal processing deals with discrete-time sequences taken at different 
sampling rate. To achieve sampling rate conversion, two basic devices axe used, one is 
called decimator (down-sampler, or compressor) and the other is called interpolator 
(up-sampler, or expander).
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x{n). i  M yD(n) x(n). T  L y B(n )
Figure 1.1: The M-fold decimator and L-fold interpolator.
X (z)
X (z) X M
X M Yd/U(z)
Yu/iiz)
Figure 1.2: Two interconnections of decimators with expanders.
X M X M
G{z)
G(z)
Figure 1.3: The noble identities for multirate systems.
x(n)- T L u(n) H(z) y(n) x(n)- H{z) u(ri) X L y{n)
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Sampling rate alteration systems: (a) interpolator and (b) decimator.
T L H(z) X L E0(z)
Figure 1.5: The polyphase identity, a special cascade and its equivalent scheme.
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Figure 1.1 shows an M-fold decimator and an Z-fold interpolator where M  and 
L are integers. The M-fold decimator takes an input sequence x(re) and produces 
an output sequence
yD(n) =  x(Mn).
In the 2-transform domain,
i M—l
* i ( 2) =  X? £  W„ =  (1.1)
1V1 k=0
Only those samples of x(n) occurring at time equal to multiples of M are retained 
by the decimator. This results in a sequence yD{n) whose sampling rate is 1/M of 
that of x(n). In general, it may not be possible to recover x(n) from yD{n) because 
of loss of information due to aliasing. The L-fold interpolator takes an input x(n) 
and produces an output sequence
{ x{n/L), n =  kL, k e  Z  
0, n /  kL.
Note that the sampling rate of yE(n) is L times larger than that of the original 
sequence x(n). In 2-transform domain,
= xiz1-). (i.2)
The interpolator does not cause loss of information so that the input x(n) can be 
recovered from yB(n ) by L-fold decimation.
The interpolator and the decimator are linear but time-varying discrete-time 
systems. In practice, the zero-valued samples inserted by the interpolator are re­
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placed with appropriate nonzero values using some type of interpolation process in 
order that the new higher rate sequence be useful. Both the interpolator and the 
decimator axe often used together in a number of applications involving multirate 
signal processing. For example, an application of using both types of sampling rate 
alteration devices is to achieve a sampling rate change by a rational number rather 
than an integer value.
Cascade Equivalences
A complex multirate system is formed by an interconnection of the basic sampling 
rate alteration devices and the components of an linear time-invariant digital filter. 
In many applications, these devices appear in a cascade form. The basic sampling 
rate alteration devices can be used to change the sampling rate of a signal by an 
integer factor only. To implement a fractional change in the sampling rate, a cascade 
of a down-sampler and an up-sampler should be used. In Figure 1.2, using (1.1) and 
(1.2) for down and upsampling in z-domain,
1  M — 1
Y ^ ( z )  = (1.3)
1V1 k = 0 
1 M —l
=  t t E  (1.4)
1VJ k=0
It is of interest to determine the condition under which such two cascades axe equiv­
alent. It can be shown that this equivalence is possible if and only if L  and M  axe 
relatively prime (or coprime), i.e., L and M  do not have a common factor that is 
an integer k > 1 [90].
Two other simple cascade equivalence relations axe depicted in Figure 1.3. They
axe called noble identity 1 and 2, respectively. These rules enable us to move the
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basic sampling rate alteration devices in multirate networks to more advantageous 
positions.
Sampling Rate Alteration Systems
Since up-sampling causes periodic repetition of the basic spectrum, the unwanted 
images in the spectra of the up-sampled signal must be removed by using a lowpass 
filter H{z), called the interpolation filter, as indicated in Figure 1.4(a). On the other 
hand, as indicated in Figure 1.4(b), prior to down-sampling, the signal should be 
band limited to |o;| < tc/M  by means of a lowpass filter H(z), called the decimation 
filter, to avoid aliasing caused by down-sampling. The system of Figure 1.4(a) is 
often simply called an interpolator while the system of Figure 1.4(b) is simply called 
a decimator.
A fractional change in the sampling rate can be achieved by cascading a factor-of- 
M  decimator with a factor-of-T interpolator, where M  and L axe positive integers.
Such a cascade is equivalent to a decimator with a  decimation factor of M /L  or,
alternatively, to an interpolator with an interpolation factor of L/M . Such topic 
can be found in [66]. Figure 1.5 gives a special cascade with its equivalent scheme in 
which E0(z) is the Oth polyphase component of H(z). [90] showed that if H (z) = zm, 
then Eo(z) =  1 when m  =  0. Otherwise, Eo(z) =  0.
1 . 3.2 B a s ic s  in  L i n e a r  S y s te m  T h e o r y
A finite dimensional discrete linear time invariant system can be described by 
the following state-space equation:
x(fc +  l) = Ax(k) + Bu(k), x(0) = xo, (1-5)
y(k) =  Cx{k) +  Du(k), k >  0 (1.6)
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where x(k) G R n is called state variable, x(0) initial condition, u(k) G R m is called 
the control input, and y(k) G R p the system output. The matrices A, B , C, and D 
axe appropriately dimensioned real constant matrices. The corresponding transfer 
matrix from u to y is defined as
Y(z) = G(z)U(z)
where U(z) and Y(z) are the ^-transform of u(k) and y(k) respectively with zero 
initial condition. Hence,
G(z) = C ( z I - A ) ~ 1B  + D.
The four-tuple matrix (A ,B ,C ,D ) is a realization of G(z). Several notions axe 
important in linear system theory.
Definition 1.1 The system described by state-space equation (1.5) or the pair (A, B) 
is said to be reachable if, for any initial state x(0) =  xo, n > 0 and final state x\, 
there exists an input u(-) such that the solution of (1.5) satisfies x(n) =  Xi. Other­
wise, the system or the pair (A , B ) is said to be unreachable.
Reachability is a system property, and independent of input and output of the 
system. A dual notion is the observability.
D efinition 1.2 The dynamical system described by the equation (1.5) and (1.6) or 
by the pair (C , A) is said to be observable if, for anyn > 0, the initial state x(0) =  Xo 
can be determined from the time history of the input u(k) and the output y{k) in the 
interval of[0,n]. Otherwise, the system or the pair (C, A) is said to be unobservable.
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The duality between the above two notions is due to the equivalence of reach­
ability of and observability (C2, A2) if Af =  A2, and B* = C2. The
minimality of the state-space realization is hinged to the notions of reachability and 
observability.
T heorem  1.1 A state-space realization (A, B , C, D ) is minimal if, and only i f  {A, B ) 
is reachable, and (C, A) is observable.
If a  state-space realization is not minimal, then Kalman decomposition [37] can 
be applied to eliminate the unreachable, or/and unobservable subsystem to obtain 
lower order state-space realization.
On the other hand, stability is also an important notion for system theory which 
is given in the next definition.
D efinition 1.3 An unforced dynamical system x(& +  l) =  Ax{k) is said to be stable 
if  for every nonzero initial condition x(0) 6 R n, the state variable x(k) —> 0 asymp­
totically. This is equivalent to the condition that all eigenvalues of A lie strictly 
inside of unit circle. A system matrix A is called stable, if  the corresponding un­
forced dynamic system is stable.
Stabilizability and detectability are two parallel notions to reachability and ob­
servability respectively.
D efinition 1.4 The dynamical system (1.5), or the pair (A, B), is said to be stabi- 
lizable if there exists a state feedback u = F x such that the overall system is stable, 
i.e., A  +  B F  is stable. The system, or the pair (C, A), is said to be detectable if 
there exists an output injection v = Ly such that the overall system is stable, i.e., 
A +  LC is stable.
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Stability of the dynamic system (1.5) can be determined by using the Lyapunov 
method.
T heorem  1.2 (Lyapunov) Suppose that (C ,A ) is detectable. Then a matrix A is a 
stability matrix i f  and only i f  the Lyapunov equation
At PA - P  + Ct C =  0
admits a unique solution P  which is positive definite. Similarly, suppose that (A , B ) 
is stabilizable. Then a matrix A is a stability matrix if and only i f  the Lyapunov 
equation
AQAF - Q  + B B t =  0 
admits a unique solution Q which is positive definite.
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C h a p t e r  2
C o n v e r g e n c e  R e s u l t s  o n  t h e  D e s i g n  o f  
Q M F  B a n k s
2 .1  In t r o d u c t io n
The design of QMF banks finds applications in subband coding and telecommu­
nication systems [10, 14, 92]. Many design algorithms can be found in [90] and its 
references therein. One particular design problem is formulated as minimization 
of the linear combination of the reconstruction error for the QMF banks and stop 
band error for the prototype low pass filter, measured in quadratic norm [36]. Be­
cause the quadratic form of the reconstruction error is a fourth order function of 
the prototype filter coefficients, the minimization problem is a nonlinear one that 
is difficult to solve numerically. Several algorithms have been developed in the lit­
erature. The most notable ones are the iterative algorithms developed in [2, 34]. 
In [2], when designing the synthesis filters, the design method splits the 4th-order 
term in the objective function into a product of two squared terms. One of the two 
squared terms is fixed in order to obtain an objective function which is quadratic. 
In [34], at zth step, the analysis (or synthesis) filters are fixed, and the synthesis 
(or analysis) filters are designed to minimize the error index; then the synthesis (or 
analysis) filters are fixed, and analysis (or synthesis) filters are designed to minimize 
the error index. Because these two iterative algorithms have appealing property 
that the minimum solution at each iterative step is easy to compute. They become 
popular and have their importance in the design of QMF banks. Although these two 
algorithms are convergent for all the simulation examples, no convergence analysis
20
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is given in the literature, and thus it is not clear whether or not the two iterative 
algorithms in [2, 34] axe convergent in general.
This chapter considers the convergence issue for the iterative algorithms devel­
oped in [2, 34] on the design of QMF banks. The use of Lyapunov method enables 
us to express the reconstruction error in a compact matrix form. A new iterative 
algorithm is then proposed to search for the optimal solution together with the 
convergence analysis. In particular, minimization of the error index for the QMF 
design in [36] has been extended to a more general nonlinear optimization problem 
and a new iterative algorithm is proposed to solve this more general nonlinear opti­
mization problem. The new proposed iterative algorithm, though motivated by the 
results in [2], is different from [2]. In fact the iterative algorithm developed in [2] 
is not applicable to the general nonlinear optimization problem considered in this 
dissertation. More importantly, it will be shown that the new proposed algorithm is 
a descend algorithm and is convergent. Its convergence is independent of the initial 
guess. Furthermore, the new proposed algorithm is a  quasi-Newton algorithm and 
thus converges superlinearly in the vicinity of the local minimum [54]. Finally the 
iterative algorithm developed in [34] is also investigated and appropriate modifica­
tions are made. Its convergence is proven along the same line as the proof for the 
convergence of the proposed algorithm. It is emphasized that the convergence results 
in this chapter are most general and apply to other similar nonlinear optimization 
problems as well.
2 .2  R e f o r m u l a t io n  o f  t h e  D e s ig n  P r o b l e m
The basic structure of a two-band QMF bank is shown in Figure 2.1. The signal 
x(n) is split into two frequency subbands by two analysis filters Hq(z) and H\{z)




Figure 2.1: Two-channel QMF bank.
according to the energy distribution of the signal x(n) in frequency domain. Each 
subband signal X i ( n ) ,  i =  1,2, is down-sampled by a factor of two, then coded 
and transmitted. We assume that the error caused by coding and transmission is 
negligible. In the receiver end, each subband signal «»(n) is up-sampled by a factor 
of two. After passing through two synthesis filters F0(z) and F\(z), respectively, the 
two subband signals, xi(rc) and x2(n), are combined to form the reconstructed signal 
x(n). Because coding error has the least effect for linear phase filters, it is desirable 
for each of the filters in the QMF bank to have linear phase. The design objective 
is thus to find the two analysis filters Hq{z), H\{z), and the two synthesis filters 
Fo(z), F\(z) , all FIR and linear phase, such that the reconstructed signal x(n) is 
approximate to the original signal x(n) in some optimal sense. By Figure 2.1, the 
input /output relation in -2-transform is given by
i ( » )  =  ! [ f f o ( * ) f t M  +  f t (* )F i< * )]x (* )
+  i  [£r0( - * ) f i ,W  +  (* )]•* (-*)■  (2.1)
Conventionally, the synthesis filters Fq(z) and F\(z) axe chosen to be equal to 
the analysis filters 2Hi(—z) and —2H0(—z), respectively, to eliminate the alias­
ing error. Moreover by choosing H\{z) = Hq(—z). (2.1) is reduced to the form
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X (z)  = [Hq{z)Hq{z) — Hq(—z)Ho(—z)]X{z). Often Ho(z) is a prototype low pass 
filter which implies that Hi(z) is a high pass filter. Here let Hq{z) be linear phase 
and FIR having the form
Ho{z) =  ho(i)z *, h0(i) =  h0(n -  i), (2 .2)
»=o
where i — 0 ,1 ,..., r̂ .  Thus the Fourier transform of {/i0(z)} has a linear phase: 
[Ho(e?wy f  =  |jf/o(eJW)|2e-jn“ . It follows that
X { j “ ) =  e~jnu [\H0(eT )\2 -  (—1 )n | J3b(e»'(u,+ar)) |2] X(e**). (2.3)




= 1, Vw. (2.4)
Define Er, Es as the reconstruction error and the stop band error respectively, We 
design Hq(z) such that it minimizes the error function [36]
E  = (1 — oc)Er + aE s, 0 < a  < 1, (2.5)
Er = -  r  17 X 0  - l \ 2 du = -  r  ([ \H o (^ ) \2 +  \Ho(e*“+̂ ) \2] -  1V  <L>, (2.6)
I f  J O TT J O  1 '
E ,=  -  r  \H0{eP“)? du (2.7)7T J u) $
with u!s the frequency of the stop band edge.
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In the rest of the section, explicit formulas are derived for the error functions Er 
and Es, and thus E  as defined in (2.5). We begin with stop band error Es in (2.7) 
by letting
\H0{ejui)\ = 2hTC(uj), h =
where m  =  Thus,
^o(O) cos(m — l/2)o;
M i)
, c v )  =
cos(m — 3/2)o;
1
> 0 ? 1 h-» 1 cos(l — l/2)o;
, (2.8)
E. =  hTQ,h, Q, = [<?.(«•, • (2.9)
where Qs is an m  x m  matrix, and Qs(i, k) is the element of Qa at zth row and fcth 
column. It can be easily verified that for i ,k  = 1,2, - • •, m, Qs(i, fc)’s are given by
Qs(i,k) =  — f (cos(m — ^  * )o; cos(m — — ■■ ■ * )o;^
7T Ju, \  2 2 J dui
2 rx
=  — I (cos(2m — z — k + l)u> +  cos(fc — i)u>) du> (2.10)7T Jui.
such that
. . . . . .  2 / sin(& — i)us sin(2m — i — k +  IV , \
k) = - -  ̂ k _ i + 2m_ i _ k+l  ) ,7T
.x 2 /  sin2(m -  z +  0.5)o;,\
<2,(z,z) =  -  p r - u ; , -------------—-; , ' •7T \  2(m — z + 0.5) /
z ^  k, (2.11) 
(2.12)
The above expressions are essentially the same as those in [34]. The derivation for the 
reconstruction error Er is more involved. Therefore, a system approach is adopted
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to tackle the issue. Lyapunov equation is used to derive an explicit expression for 
Et . For this purpose, we associate H q { z )  with a realization
H0(z) = D0 + C0(z l  -  A o ^ B o
where A0 has dimension n x n and both Bo and Cq are vectors of size n given by
1
o 0 . . .  0 1









Co =  [ fco(l) M 2) ••• h0(n) ] , Do = [ ko(0) ] • (2.14)
It follows that H\(z) = Ho(—z) — Do — Co(zI +  Aq)~1Bo- Define a similarity 
transformation matrix T = diag{(-l)*-1}£=1 = diag{l, —1,1,..}. Then there hold 
T~lAqT  =  —Aq and T~1Bq = Bq which implies that
H ^z) = D0 -  C0T (z I  -  A q )  B q
Now define
H(z) =
’ H0{z) ‘ ' Do' Co=: +
.  *i(*) . . D° . . ~ C°T
(z l  — Ao) Bo,
Co Do
A = Aq, B = Bq, C = , D =
-CoT Do
(2.15)
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For the perfect reconstruction case, \Ho{z)^ +  \H\(z)\2 = 1 which implies that 
HT(z-1)if(z) =  1. The reconstruction error can thus be written as
Er=h  C  i1 -  ^
Because A  is stable (all poles are at the origin), the following Lyapunov equation
X  -  A t X A  = C TC  (2.16)
has a unique symmetric and positive definite solution [37]. Moreover, the simple 
realizations in (2.13) and (2.15) implies that (z l  — A)~XB  =  [zn_1 ••• z l]T/z n. 
Then according to [24],
B T(z~1I  -  A t )~1A t X B  +  B TX A ( z I  -  A ) ~ 'B  + B TX B  
= B t (z~1I  -  A t ) - ' C t C{z I  -  A ) - ' B ,
that in turn gives the expression
^ ( z - ^ H i z )  = D t D  + B t X B  + (Dt C  + B t X A ) ( z I - A ) ~ 1B  
+  B t (z~1I  -  A T)~l {CTD  +  A t X B ),
1 — H t {z~1)H{z)  =  u0 +  Y !  vkz~k +  VkZk
k= 1 f c = l
where vo and v = [ui u2 • • * »n]r  are defined as
Vo = 1 -  D t D -  B t X B ,
v = C t D  + A tX B .  (2.17)
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Applying the Paxseval’s Theorem, Er =  |u0|2 + 2 2D£=1 \vk\2- In order to obtain 
an explicit expression, the solution of the Lyapunov equation X  — ATX A  =  CTC 
is required. It turns out that the elements of X  has a nice form in terms of the 
prototype filter coefficient {MO}- Indeed denote X  =  with x^k =  Xk,i being 
the ith row and fcth column element of X .  Then xn>k can be obtained explicitly as 
x n,k = ho(n)h0(k) (l +  (—l)n+fc), for 1 < k < n [22]. And the general can be 
obtained inductively as
X i ,k  = w - i  + (i + (-i)i+fc) E M* + OM* + 0
1=0
(l + ( - l ) i+k)J 2 k o ( i  + I)ho(k+l)
1=0
On the other hand,
if i +  k =  odd,
Z Y M i  +  l)ho{k -+- I) if i +  k =  even. 
1=0
B TX B  = x11 = 2 Y , h 20(l + l). 
1=0
For the case considered in this chapter, n is odd. (In fact the expression derived for 
odd n also applies to the case of even n). Then
Dt C = ho(0) ho(0)
M l)  *o(2) h0(n)
- h 0(l) h0( 2) ••• (—l)nM n )
0 2^o(0)/io(2) 0 2Ao(0)Ao(4) ••• 0 2ho(0)ko(n - 1) 0
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b tx a  = ®1,2 ^1,3 • • • Zl.n 0 0 XX,3 0 Xi,5 - - • 0 Xi,„ 0
Now the vector v as in (2.17) are given by v2k-\ =  0 and v2k =  2ho(0)ho{2k) + 
xi,2k+i = 2ho(0)ho(2k) + 2T,?=ok~1 ho(l + l)ho(2k+l + l) = 2Z?=ok h0(l)h0(2k +1), 
where k = 1,2, ...,m  — 1 with m  =  (n + l)/2. Define a shifting matrix S  of size 
2m x 2m and a vector ho of size 2m as
S  =
0 1 0 ••• 0 ^o(O)
0 0 1 ••• 0 Ao(l)
• • • • • • a • • . , ho = ••
i ; o i h0(2m — 2)
o .................... 0 1 O /-“
N to 3 l h-* I 
. 
.
Then it follows that
TO —1
vTv =  M i  =  \\dt c  + btxa\\\ =  J w 1
fc=l
rn—1 /  n —2k  \ 2 to—1
=  £  2 £  ho(l)h0(2k + 0 =  4 £
Jfc=l \  z=o / fc=l
Regarding the constant term, by (2.13), we have
n—1
(2.18)
Dt D + B t X B  = 2fcg(0) +  x,.i =  2fe|(0) +  2 £  *5(1 +  0  = 2*5*0-
z=o
Thus the final expression for the reconstruction error is
Er = \ \ l - ( D TD + B TXB)\\l + 2\\DTC + B TXA\\]
TO —1
= (1 - 2 h l h 0)2 + 2 x 4  J 2 ( hl S 2kh0)2.
k = l
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Summarizing the above derivation gives the following result for the reconstruction 
error.
P roposition  2.1 Let S  and ho be defined as in (2.18). Then the reconstruction 
error (2.6) is given by
771 —  1
Er =  (1 -  2h*h0)2 +  8 £  (h lS 2ihoy
i=l
It is noted that the expression for Er is essentially the same as the one in [70]. 
The drawback of the expression in [70] lies in its summation form of each individual 
coefficient which is extremely complex and thus difficult to be analyzed. On the 
contrary, the expression for Er obtained in Proposition 2.1 has a much simpler form 
that allows us to propose new convergent iterative algorithms for the corresponding 
design problem. Let





1 0 ••• 0
and Im is the identity matrix of size m. Then the final expression for the error 
function is
E  = (1 — a)
= ( l - « )




(1 -  4hTh)2 + 8 Y ,  (hTM TS 2iM h )‘
i=1
+  ahTQsh, (2.20)
due to M TM  = 2Im. The design problem is now converted to the synthesis of a vec­
tor h with size m such that E  is minimized. Clearly this is a nonlinear optimization
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problem. In the next section, we consider a more general nonlinear optimization 
problem and propose an iterative algorithm that is generalized from the one devel­
oped in [2]. The associated convergence issue will be studied accordingly.
2 .3  A n  It e r a t iv e  A l g o r it h m  a n d  It s  
C o n v e r g e n c e  A n a l y sis
This section considers a nonlinear optimization problem of the form
m—i _ m-1
J (x ) — +  X T Q x  = XTP[x,x]x +  X T Q x ,  P[x,x] =  ^2  PkxxTPk,
k=0 fc=0
(2.21)
where x has dimension d, and Pk = Pjf, Q = Q+ + Q- with Q+ = Q+ positive 
definite, denoted by Q+ > 0, and Q -  =  QZ negative semidefinite, denoted by 
Q_ < 0. This index function is similar to the one in (2.20). In fact,
J(h) = E  -  (1 -  a)
by talcing d = m  and
Q+ =  <*QS, Q- = -4(1 -  a)M TM  = -8(1 -  a)Im, (2.22)
P0 = 2V1 -  olM t M  =  4 v T ^ a / m, (2.23)
Pk =  ^/2(1 -  a)M T (S 2k +  (ST)2fc) M, (2.24)
where k = 1,2, ...,m  — 1 by M TM  =  2/m. Thus minimization of E  is a special 
case of minimization of J(x). It should be clear that the iterative algorithm in [2] 
is not applicable to this more general nonlinear optimization problem in the form 
of (2.21). We propose the following new iterative algorithm generalized from [2].
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I te ra tiv e  A lgorithm  (A):
• Step 1: Choose initial guess x = Xo ^  0 such that Jo =  J(xo) < 0.
• Step 2: For i =  0 ,1 , 2 , do the following:
— Step 2a: Find x  =  x,+i such that it minimizes the auxiliary index function
J,[xt-](x) =  xT ^P[x,-,x,] +  * +  x fQ -x  +  ^ x jQ +x{. (2.25)
The optimal solution is given by
x =  Xi+i = — (2P[xt-, xt] +  <3+)-1 Q-X{. (2.26)
— Step 2b: If ||xt+i — x,|| < e, with e a pre-specified error tolerance, stop; 
Otherwise set i := i + 1 and repeat Step 2a.
End.
The motivation of the proposed iterative algorithm (A) is as follows: suppose 
that the minimum solution x , is known, then the iterative algorithm in [2] can be 
improved with the following iterative algorithm
nun J,[x,](x) =  min ^xTP[x«, x,]x + ^xr Q+x +  x jQ -x  + ix f£ j+x,^ . (2.27)
Note that the Hessian of J,[x,](x) is exactly 2P[x«, x„] + Q+ that is positive definite 
for all x. It follows that the minimum solution for J,-[x,](x) is given by x =  x,+i = 
— (2-P[x», x„] +  £?+)-1 Q-Xi. Its difference from (2.25)-(2.26) lies in the nature that 
x . is unknown. The best one can do is to replace P[x«, x„] by P[x,-,xj] and x*Q+xm
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by x jQ +Xi. If Newton’s algorithm is used to solve J t [x,](x), its Hessian is exactly 
2P[x,-,x,-] 4- Q+. Thus we obtain a Newton’s type algorithm.
It is noted that the inversion in (2.26) is well defined by the fact that P[x,x] is 
positive semidefinite and Q+. is positive definite. Thus there exists a  unique optimal 
solution satisfying
J[x,](zt+1) =  rnin J[x,](z). (2.28)
It is also noted that the auxiliary index function is very similar to J(x). In fact, 
there holds
J  (^i) — «̂ [®t](®i)*
An immediate problem to the iterative algorithm (A) is whether or not it converges. 
This is answered by the following result.
T heorem  2.2 An optimal solution x =  x, for J(x) given in (2.21) satisfies the 
equality
(2P[x», x«] +  Q) x, =  0. (2.29)
Moreover, if  J(x) is bounded below for all x, then algorithm (A) defines a descend 
algorithm for seeking the minimum of J(x) given in (2.21). Furthermore, the se­
quence of solutions {xj} given by (2.26) converges to a limit x that satisfies the 
necessary condition for optimality in (2.29).
Proof: If x =  x, is optimal for J(x) ,  then its gradient is zero at x = x„. Thus 
(2.29) is verified easily by the fact |^ (x .) = 2 (2P[x„, x,] +  Q) x* = 0. It follows 
that the gradient at ith  iteration is given by |^(x») =  2[(2P[xi, Xj] +  Q+) Xi + Q-x(\ .  
This gives the relation (2P[xt-,xt] +  Q+)-1 Q-X{ = |(2P[x,-,x,] +  Q+) '1 §j(x,-) — 
xt-. Substitute it into (2.26) yields x,+i =  x,- — |(2 P [x t-,x,-] + Q+)-1 fj(^i)- This
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is equivalent to — (2.P[xt-,xt-] + Q+) (xj+i — x,-) = | |^ ( x t), and thus there holds 
-  (ar.+i -  Xi)T (2P[xi, x,] + Q+) (x;+1 -  xt) = \  (xt+i -  x,)T §̂ (xt) < 0 since Q+ > 
0 and P[x{, x̂ ] >  0. Therefore, the algorithm (A) defines an iterative descend al­
gorithm to solve the minimization problem for J(x). To show its convergence, it is 
noted that by (2.28) xt+i minimizes J[xt](x) and xt- minimizes J[x,_i](x) as defined 
in (2.25). That is,
Jfx^ x .+ i) =  rrxin J[x,](x) <  i [x t](xt-_i)
=  xf-iP[xi, +  ^ 1 -iQ + ^ i-i +  xjQ-Xi - 1  +  | x f  Q+Xi
= xjp[x i- i ,x i- i]x i  + i xfQ+Xi + xJ^Q-Xi  + ^xf^Q+Xi-1  
=  J[x;_i](xt) =  min «7[x,_i](x).
In the above derivation, the property x L̂jjPJx; ,x,-]xt_i = xfP[xt_ i,x t_i]x; is used 
which is easy to show in light of (2.21). It follows that J[x,](xt+i) <  j,_i[xj_i](x,). 
Hence {J[xt](xi+1)} is a decreasing sequence. Because J[x](x) is bounded below by 
the fact that lim||r ||_0O J[x](x) =  +oo due to
J[x](x) =  xT ^P[x,x] +  ^<3+) ar +  xTQ -x  +  ^ x TQ+x =  J(x),
there exists a unique limit x for {x,}. This limit clearly satisfies the necessary 
condition for optimality (2.29) according to (2.26). Finally note that the assumption 
J(xo) < 0 excludes the possibility of x =  0 as the limit. I
The auxiliary index function in (2.25) is crucial in the development of our main 
theorem. The next result indicates that the proposed iterative algorithm (A) is 
quasi-Newton.
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P roposition  2.3 For the index function in (2.21), its Hessian is given by
Q2 J _ m
H(x) = -fi-j(z) =  Q + 4P[x,x] + 2P[x,x], P[x,x] =  52 (xTPfex) Pfc. (2.30) 
ax k=i
Thus the iterative algorithm (A) is a quasi-Nevaton and it converges quadratically in 
the neighborhood of the local optimum.
Proof: The expression for the Hessian can. be easily verified. By the proof for 
Theorem 2.2, the iterative algorithm has the form
®t+i =  •£» [H{xi)j (xt'),
where H  =  2P[x, x] +  Q+ can be considered as the positive definite paxt of the Hes­
sian. Thus the iterative algorithm (A) is a quasi-Newton algorithm that converges 
quadratically in the neighborhood of local optimum [54]. I
Although the iterative algorithm (A) is proven to be convergent with quadratic 
convergence rate if the initial guess is close to the optimal solution, it does not 
guarantee the fast convergence if the initial guess is fax away from the optimal 
solution. In fact, it is often the case that the solution sequence converges rather 
slowly with randomly chosen initial solution. A simple explanation is that at step 
i , X{+i can be considered as Xj plus a correction term and the correction is often 
excessive due to the large value of |j(2P[x,-, xt] + Q+)~* §^(xi)|| when xt- is far away 
from the optimal solution. A possible remedy is to set yt+i =  rx,+i + (1 — r)yt-, 
with 0 <  r  <  1, as the sequence of solutions in the iterative algorithm, where x,+1 
is the optimal solution for the index function J[x,](x). We also need to point out 
that Algorithm (A) is different from the algorithm proposed in [2]. In particular
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the error function in [2] is given by E(a) =  Er +  aEs. The next result clarifies the 
difference.
P roposition  2.4 I f  the iterative algorithm proposed in [2] converges, then the limit 
satisfies the necessary optimality condition of E(2a).
Proof: It is not difficult to show that the algorithm at stage i seeks to minimize
Ji{x) — xTP[xi, X{]x +  x t Q + x  +  x TQ-X{,
for some Pk s and Q-, by the fact that Q+ — aQs. This gives the iterative algorithm
x i + 1 = -  (2P[xi, xt] +  2Q+)-1 Q-Xi.
Thus if the algorithm in [2] is convergent, then its limit x  satisfies
0 =  2 P[x, x]x +  2 Q+x +  Q -x  =  2 P[x, x]x +  2 aQsx +  Q -x. (2.31)
On the other hand, the necessary optimality condition of E(2a) has the same form:
= 4 P[x, x)x +  4 aQsx  + 2 Q -x  =  0 (2.32)
with xTP[x,x}x +  x TQ -x  =  Er — 1. Thus (2.31) and (2.32) are the same that
concludes the proof. I
The above proposition indicates that the algorithm proposed in [2], though works 
for E(a) by setting a  suitably, does not work for E  as a convex combination of Er 
and Es.
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2 .4  A  D if f e r e n t  It e r a t iv e  A l g o r it h m  a n d  It s  
C o n v e r g e n c e  A n a l y sis
This section considers a constrained nonlinear optimization problem where the 
index function J(x)  is the same as in (2.21) except for imposing a constraint
xr IIa: =  1, n  =  n T >  0. (2.33)
This constrained problem was initially proposed in [34] for the design of QMF bank. 
With a haxd constraint 4hTh = 1, the error index function to be minimized in [34] 
is
m—1 _
E  =  ahTQsh +  8 £  (hTM TS 2iM h)
i=1
(note the difference between the above h and the vector w in [34]). Let
m—1
Q =  ctQs, P[x,x] = £  PkxxTPk, Pk =  V2Mt (S2k + (ST)2k) M,
k=  1
the error index in [34] can be converted into the form of (2.21). An iterative al­
gorithm is proposed in [34] in which the solution h is computed as an eigenvector 
corresponding to a minimum eigenvalue of a certain matrix at each step. In this sec­
tion we propose a new algorithm generalized from that in [34] and investigate again 
the associated convergence issue. The proposed algorithm seeks minimizing the 
index function J(x)  in (2.21) with constraint (2.33), and is summarized as follows:
Ite ra tiv e  A lgorithm  (B):
• Step 1: Choose initial guess x =  x0 ^  0 such that Jo =  J(xo) < 0.
• Step 2: For i =  0 ,1,2,..., do the following:
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— Step 2a: Find x  = x,+i such that it minimizes the auxiliary index function
J[x,](x) =  xT ^P[xf,x;] +  x +  ^ xjQ xi -  Xi+1 (xtTLx -  l)  . (2.34)
— Step 2b: If ||xt-+i —x,-|| < e| |xt— with e a prespecified error tolerance, 
stop; Otherwise set i := i + 1 and repeat Step 2a.
End.
It should be clear that the parameter At+1 in (2.34) at the ith  iteration is 
the Lagrange multiplier, and the optimal solution x = r t+1 at Step 2a satisfies 
x^IL r.+ i =  1 and
(AminI  — n _1(2 P [x ,- ,x t] +  <2)) Xi+1 =  0  (2 .35)
where Am;„ is the smallest eigenvalue of II-1(2P[xt-, xJ+Q )1. The constraint in (2.33) 
is simply a normalization as the size of eigenvector which can be rescaled. However, 
the algorithm (B) is different from that in [34]. In particular, it is unclear whether 
the iterative algorithm in [34] is convergent or not. The next result is concerned 
with the convergence issue associated with the iterative algorithm (B). Therefore, 
it is another major point in this chapter.
T heorem  2.5 Suppose that J(x) is the index function to be minimized given in 
(2.21) with Q > 0, subject to the constraint (2.33). Then the iterative algorithm (B) 
converges to a local minimum of J(x) subject to the constraint (2.33).
1Note th a t all the eigenvalues of n _1(2P[xi, x,] +  Q) are positive real due to  P[x,-, x,] >  0 and
q  >  o, n  > o.
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Proof: Since xfUxk = 1 for each k , and x =  xt+i minimizes J[x,-](x), it follows 
that
J[xt](xt+1) <  xl_t ^P[xi,Xi] +  x,-_i +  ^xjQxi
=  •J't 15 ®»—1] d- 2 ^ 0  2 S*-1^ ar*-1 =
Thus {J[x t](x,+i)} is again a decreasing sequence. Because J[x](x) =  J(x) is 
bounded below, there exists a unique limit x =  x« such that J[x,](x,+1) converges 
to J[x«](x.) =  J (x m) =  xf, (P[x«,x,] +  Q)xm and satisfies the constraint x^IIx, = 1. 
Thus the iterative algorithm (B) is convergent. Moreover the limit x — x. sat­
isfies (AmiJ  — II~1(2P[x.. x.] 4- Q)) x . =  0 in light of (2.35) which is exactly the 
necessary condition for J(x) subject to the constrain xTIIx =  1. Since Q > 0, 
and -P[x„, x,] >  0, the Hessian is positive definite which proves that it is a local 
minimum. ■
Finally, the following result is similar to Proposition (2.4) so the proof is omitted. 
It clarifies the difference between the proposed iterative algorithm (B) and the one 
in [34].
P roposition  2.6 Define the error index as
m—1 _
E(a) = ahTQsh + 8 £  (ihTM TS2iMh) =  ahTQsh + hTP[h, h]h 
:=1
under the constraint 4hTh =  1 which is the same as in [34]- I f  the iterative algorithm 
proposed in [34] converges, then the limit satisfies the necessary optimality condition 
of E(2a) under the constraint 4hTh =  1.
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C h a p t e r  3  
T w o - C h a n n e l  QMF B a n k  D e s i g n
3 .1  S u m m a r y
A popular approach to design QMF banks is the use of polyphase decomposi­
tion, described in [90], where both analysis and synthesis filter banks are designed 
in terms of their polyphase components. This is referred to as indirect approach. 
We adopt a direct approach to the design of QMF banks without using polyphase 
decomposition. Although it has several disadvantages as pointed out in [90], the 
necessary and sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction (PR) can be easily de­
rived and used for the design of QMF filter banks. Moreover these disadvantages 
are insignificant if the analysis filter bank and synthesis filter bank are designed 
separately. Indeed in practice, analysis filter banks are often designed to satisfy fre­
quency domain specifications required for subband coding. Additional requirement 
for perfect reconstruction may not be suitable in some applications. It is the goal 
of synthesis filter banks to satisfy the PR condition. If PR is not possible, then the 
synthesis filter bank should be designed such that it minimizes certain measure for 
the reconstruction error that is referred to as model matching [74, 3].
We consider the QMF bank as shown in Figure 2.1. Such multirate systems 
play an important role in subband coding of speech and digital audio application, 
and have been studied extensively; See, for example, [3, 13, 17, 47, 52, 62, 78, 90] 
and their corresponding references. Ideally x(n) is a delayed version of x(n) that is 
defined as PR. However in practice PR may not be possible that will be the case 
when analysis filter bank is designed independent of the synthesis filter bank. We
39
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consider the design issue for the synthesis filter bank such that certain measure 
of the error signal e(n) — x(n) — x(n — d) is minimized for some d > 0. Two 
cases will be studied. The first one is when the signal x(n ) is white noise and 
the goal is to minimize the covariance of the error that leads to 7i2 optimization. 
The second one is when x(n) is energy bounded signal and the goal is to minimize 
the energy of the error in worst case that leads to 'H00 optimization. Both axe 
equivalent to optimizations in frequency domain. Optimal solutions will be derived 
and numerical algorithms for computing the optimal synthesis filter banks will be 
developed. Compared with the results in [3] where suboptimal 'H00 solutions axe 
used for polyphase components of the QMF bank, our design algorithm is more 
efficient numerically and it produces the optimal synthesis filter bank with simpler 
solutions and lower order. Furthermore, our direct approach removes the aliasing 
error completely while the indirect approach in [3] does not.
3 .2  D e s ig n  o f  S y n t h e s i s  F i l t e r  B a n k s  w i t h  H2 
a n d  Hoo O p t im iz a t io n s
In the existing literature, analysis and synthesis filter banks axe often designed si­
multaneously. A new development is the work of [74, 3] where analysis and synthesis 
filter banks axe designed separately. The underlying philosophy is that the analysis 
filter bank is designed to satisfy the specification in frequency domain required for 
subband coding, while the synthesis filter bank is designed to satisfy the PR con­
dition. If PR is not possible, then the synthesis filter bank should be designed to 
minimize the model matching error. We axe motivated by the work in [74, 3] but 
adopt a direct approach to the design of QMF bank that establishes stronger results 
than those in [74, 3].
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3 .2 .1  F o r m u l a t io n  o f  t h e  D e s ig n  A p p r o a c h
Consider the QMF bank in Figure 2.1 where all the filters are restricted to be 
both causal and stable. The input/output relation in 2 - transform is given by
X{z)  =  ^[H0(z)F0(z) + H1(z)F1(z)]X(z)
[Ho(-z)F0(z) + H1(- z )F 1(z)] X { - z ) .  (3.1)
The term involving X ( —z) is called aliasing error. If the synthesis filters Fo(z) 
and Fi(z) can be chosen as G(z)Hi(—z) and —G(z)Ho(—z) respectively, with G(z) 
a causal and stable transfer function, then the aliasing error will be eliminated 
completely and
X{z)  =  Tr(z)X(z), Tr{z) =  |  [Ho(z)Fo(z) +  H1(z)F1(z )]. (3.2)
In addition, if Tr(z) = cz~d for some c ^  0 and d > 0, then X (z)  is the perfect 
reconstruction of X{z). The next theorem follows easily from this definition, and 
thus the proof is skipped.
T heorem  3.1 The QMF bank shown in Figure 2.1 has perfect reconstruction prop­
erty if  and only if
H0(z) Hx{z)
Ho(-z) Hi(—z) 
for some c /  0 and d > 0.
Fo(z)
Fi(z)
2 cz d 
0
(3.3)
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For the QMF bank in Figure 2.1, define the alias component (AC) matrix and 
synthesis matrix as









Also define the analysis matrix H (z ) as the first row of HAC(z). If det HAC (z) ^  0 
for all \z\ > 1, then the ideal synthesis matrix
Fid(z) :=
- - - l ■
H0(z) H 1 { z ) 1 1
det H a c ( z )
H i(-z)
Ho(-z) Hx{ -z ) 0 -H o (-z )
(3.5)
is causal, stable, and achieves perfect reconstruction with c = 0.5 and d =  0. 
Readers may easily find that for det HAC(z) =  1, the above equation reduces to 
F q ( z )  = Hi(—z) and Fx(z) =  —Ho(—z) which is the conventional choice to cancel 
aliasing error. However, if det HAC (z ) has unstable zeros, then the ideal synthesis 
matrix Fid{z) as in (3.5) is either noncausal or unstable. Because noncausal and 
unstable filters can not be used for real time implementation, PR is not possible for 




= G(z)(detHAC(z))Fid(z) = G(z)
Hi(—z)
- H o ( - z )
(3.6)
to minimize the covariance or the energy of the error signal e(n) shown in Figure 3.1.






Figure 3.1: Two-channel error system.
T heorem  3.2 Suppose that the analysis filter bank H{z) is causal and stable for 
the QMF bank shown in Figure 3.1. Then all causal and stable synthesis filter banks 
F(z) achieving zero aliasing error are parameterized as (3.6) for some causal and 
stable G(z) that is real valued for  each real z.
Proof: Any causal and stable synthesis filter bank F(z) achieving zero alias­
ing error satisfies [Ho{—z) Hx{—z)]F{z) =  0. Since H(z) is causal and stable, 
H(z)F(z) = <t>{z) is causal and stable as well. Combining this fact with (3.3) yields 
F(z) = H~*(z) [1 0^  <j>{z) — Fid{z)(j>(z) with Fid(z) as in (3.5). From the fact that 
H(z)Fid(z) =  1, and H(z)  is stable and causal, Fid(z) has no unstable block zero. It 
follows from the causality and stability of F(z) that <f>(z) — G{z) det HAC (z ) for some 
G(z) that is also stable and causal. That is, the unstable poles of Fid(z) that are 
also unstable zeros of det H a c { z ) have to be cancelled by unstable zeros of <j>(z), in 
order to ensure F(z) to be causal and stable. Substitute the expression of <p(z) into 
the expression of F(z), F{z) =  Fid{z)G{z) det HAC{z) = G{z) [Hi(—z ) — H0(—z)]T 
which is the same as (3.6). For real valued H(z), F(z) is real valued for each real 
value z if and only if G(z) is. ■
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Define E (z) =  2(e(n)), the ^-transform of the error signed e(n) as in Figure 3.1. 
Then substitution of F{z) into equation (3.1) gives
E(z) =  ( ! [ # „ ( . ) # , ( - * )  -  / f ,(2)ff0(-z)] G(z) -  « - ' )  Xf z)
= Ts (z)X(z), 2 ' , W = ( i G W d e l ^ c (Jr ) - « - ' ) ,  (3.7)
by the fact that det HAC(z) = Hq{z)Hi (—z) — Hi(z)Ho{—z) and the aliasing error 
is completely cancelled. Motivated by the model matching method in [74, 3], we 
seek a causal and stable transfer function G{z) such that
° r l ir ,I U := « u p  |T ,(e*")|, (3.8)
is minimized which is termed as 1H2 or 0 .^  optimization, respectively. Such opti­
mizations axe well known in the control community [104]. The synthesis filter bank 
can then be obtained according to (3.6). The symbol 7i2 or 'H00 denotes the collec­
tion of all causal stable transfer functions T{z) such that ||T ||2 or ||T||oo is bounded, 
respectively.
Define auto-correlation and spectral density of a discrete-time signal s(n) by 
rs(n) =  J 2 T = -o o  s ( t ) s ( t  +  n) and R3(oj) =  £ £ L - o o  rs(n)e~ium. Denote spectral 
density of x{n) by Rx(u) and of e(n) by Re(u). Then from [71] there hold R e(<z>) = 
{ T ^ R ^ u )  and r.(0) =  ||e||? =  _  |e(*)l2 =  & J ?  where r.(0) is
the covariance of the error function. If x{n) is treated as stochastic signal that is 
assumed to be white noise with unit spectral density, then rx(n) =  6(n) and Rx(uj) = 
1. It follows that ||e||l =  = £ / 02'  IT^e'")!2 Az = | |T J f ,  and
minimization of the covariance of the error signal is equivalent to 7i2 optimization. 
If the design objective is to minimize the sup-norm (or Chebyshev norm) of the
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spectral density of the error signal, then it results in 7i00 optimization. There is 
also a deterministic interpretation for Tioo optimization. Suppose that the signal
x(n) has bounded energy and satisfies ||x||2 = yY^=-oo W 72)!2 <  oo. Then the T-L0 
norm of TE(z) can be expressed as [104]
M o o -  sup f f ,  ||e||2 =  
\\x\hjtO |p||2 ^
That is, the 7i<x> norm of TB(z) is the amplification of the energy from input signal 
x(n) to output error e(n) in the worst-case.
3 .2 .2  O p t i m a l  % %  a n d  S o l u t i o n s  f o r  t h e  S y n t h e s i s  
F i l t e r  B a n k
Consider the transfer function TB(z) as in (3.7) and (3.8) where detHAC(z) has 
exactly k zeros outside of the unit circle, counting multiplicity. Then there exists a 
factorization
det H ^ ( z )  = P(z)Q(z), =  +  . « > » , (3.9)qoz +  qiz 1 H 1- qKz
where all the zeros of Q(z) axe outside of the unit circle and both P(z) and 1/P(z) 
are causal and stable. Such a factorization is called inner-outer factorization with 
Q(z) inner and P(z) outer [104]. It is noted that Q(z)Q(z~1) =  1 by the allpass 
property, and thus
\\TE\\a =  \\\GPQ -  2Tid\\a = h 0 P  -  2TidQ~\\a, a  = 2, oo, (3.10)
where Q~ =  Q(z J), and Tid{z) =  cz d is the ideal transfer function for PR.
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In what follows next, we define projection operators II0 and IIC, and Hankel 
norm that will be used to obtain our main result. For an arbitrary transfer function 
R(z) that is absolutely square-integrable, there exists a power series representation
J*<*)= f .  <•(*)*'*. | |r | | l=  f )  |r ( i ) |2 <oo.
k= —oo k= —oo
The projection operators II0 and IIC are defined by
na [n \ = Ra(z) = f ;  r ( - k ) z k, nc [i?] = Rc(z) = f ;  r (k)z~k,
fc=l k= 0
where Rc{z) and R a(z) axe the causal and anticausal paxts of R(z) respectively. For 
any transfer function T(z) that has continuous frequency response, its Hankel norm 
is defined by [21, 104]:
imi -  Hn- F W  II*11-̂ IIH ‘ SUp it rr|| 'U(z)en2 \\U\\2
T heorem  3.3 Let det HAC(z) = P(z)Q(z) be inner-outer factorization as in (3.9) 
where Q(z) includes all the unstable zeros of det HAC (z). Then the optimal 
solution is given by
G(z) =  G*(z) =  n c [2T«WQ~(z)] /f>(z), inf ||r, ||, =  ||Ha {TaQr} ||2> (3.12)G{z)€ri2
with Tid(z) =  cz~d, and the Tloo optimal solution by
G{z) = G00{z) =  n c[2 Tid(z)Q~(z)\/P(z)
+ argmin $G0{z) : inf ||G0 — IIa [2TidQ~] H,*,} /P ( 2 ),V. GoGTloO )
inf IIT.Iloo =  ||n .[r«Q ~] \\H. (3.13)C*€/t©o
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Proof: By (3.10), 2||TB\\a = | |f s ||a , and f s (z) = G(z)P(z)  -  2Tid(z)Q~(z) = 
G(z)  — 2Tid{z)Q~(z), where T{d(z) = cz~d, a  =  2 or oo, and G(z) = G{z)P(z).  
Since both P(z)  and 1 / P ( z )  are causal and stable, G(z)  is causal and stable if 
and only if G(z)  is. Thus minimization of ||T£ ||a is equivalent to minimization of 
II^bIU = II^ — ~TidQ~\\a subject to the condition that G(z)  is causal and stable. 
For the case a  = 2,
f B(z) = G ( z ) -2 T id(z)Q~(z)
= (G{z) -  n c [2Tid{z)Q~{z)}) -  (n o [2Tid{z)Q~{z)}). (3.14)
By the orthogonality of 7̂ 2 and the Hilbert space perpendicular to Ti.2, there 
holds HTg HI =  | <5 — n c [2T,-,iQ~]|2+ ||n o [2Ti<i<3~]|||. Hence the optimal 7t2 solution 
is given by
G{z) =  G 2 { z )  =  G 2 ( z ) / P ( z ) ,  G 2 ( z )  = n c [2Tid(z)Q~(z) \ ,
which gives the expression in (3.12). For the case a =  oo, we set
G{z) = G0(z) +  n c [2 Tid(z)Q~(z)]
and thus TB(z) as in (3.14) can be rewritten as
TE(z) = G(z) -  2Tid(z)Q~(z) =  G0(z) -  n a [2Tid(z)Q~(z) \ ,
where n o [2T{d(z)Q~(z)] is anti-causal but stable, and G(z) is both causal and stable. 
It follows from Nehari’s Theorem [104] that the infimum of ||TS ||oo over all causal
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and stable G0(z)  is the optimal Hankel norm approximation of IIa [2Tid{z)Q~(z)\ 
which gives the expression in (3.13). I
We would like to point out that Theorem 3.3 applies to the indirect approach in 
[3] as well with minor modifications although the optimal 'HQa optimal solution is 
not unique. The difference between our main result and that in [3] is that optimal 
solutions axe derived explicitly in Theorem 3.3 and it can be used to compute the 
optimal synthesis filter bank which will be shown in the next section, while [3] uses 
the /z-toolbox in MATLAB to compute a suboptimal solution. The direct approach 
employed in this chapter also simplifies the optimal solutions significantly. The 
next result indicates that the optimal solutions yield PR asymptotically as d goes 
to infinity which is parallel to that of [3].
T heorem  3.4 Suppose that det HAC (z) avoids zeros on the unit circle. Then with 
the optimal TLi and Tioo solutions in Theorem 3.3, the reconstruction error ap­
proaches to zero as d —*■ oo.
Proof: Since det HAC (z) has no zeros on unit circle, Q~(z) has all k poles strictly 
outside of unit circle and thus is analytic for all \z\ < 1. It follows that there admits 
expansion
2Tid(z)Q~(z) = 2cz~d q(k)zk, |?(fc)|p < oo,
fc=0 fc=0
for any p > 1. Its anticausal part is given by
2na [Tid(z)Q ~{z)]=2cjri q(k + d)zk -> 0
k=l
as d —► oo by the summability of q(t). Thus the reconstruction error e(t) approaches 
to zero asymptotically as d —► oo. I
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The assumption of det HAC (z) avoiding zeros on the unit circle is mild as ex­
plained in [3]. We will not elaborate further here.
3 .2 .3  D e s ig n  A l g o r it h m s  f o r  t h e  S y n t h e s is  F il t e r  B a n k
The results in the previous two subsections give two design algorithms for syn­
thesis filter banks based on W2 and Woo optimizations. We again assume that 
Tid(z) = cz~d where c > 0 and d is to be determined in the design process. The first 
algorithm is based on W2 optimization.
Design A lgorithm  1 (W2 O ptim ization):
• Step 1: For the given analysis filters Ho(z) and Hi(z) and design specification 
e2, compute detHAC(z) = H0(z)Hi(—z) — Hi(z)H0(—z).
• Step 2: Compute inner-outer factorization det HAC(z) — P(z)Q(z) where Q(z) 
is allpass function of the form in (3.9) that contains all unstable zeros of 
det Hac(z).
• Step 3: Compute the optimal W2 performance index: 2||IIa \TuQ~] ||2.
• Step 4: If 2||IIa [TidQ~] ||2 > e2, then increase d and go to Step 3; Otherwise 
go to Step 5.
• Step 5: Compute G(z) — G2(2 ) = ITC QTid(z)Q~(z)\ /P{z) and set synthesis 
filter bank according to (3.6).
The second design algorithm is based on Woo optimization.
Design A lgorithm  2 (Woo O ptim ization):
• Step 1: For the given analysis filters Hq(z) and H\(z) and design specification 
Coo, compute detHAC(z) = H0(z)Hi(—z) — H\(z)Hq(—z).
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•  Step 2: Compute inner-outer factorization det HAC (z) =  P(z)Q(z) where Q(z) 
is allpass function of the form in (3.9) that contains all unstable zeros of 
det Hac(z).
•  Step 3: Compute the optimal 1-Loo performance index: 2||na [TidQ~] ||H.
•  Step 4: If 2||IIa [7id<3~] > £<»» then increase d and go to Step 3; Otherwise 
go to Step 5.
•  Step 5: Compute G(z) =  Goo(z) according to (3.13) and set synthesis filter 
bank according to (3.6).
Although the two algorithms seem straightforward, their numerical implemen­
tation with good numerical property and efficiency is not that simple. In the next 
section we will study the computational issue involved in each step of the two design 
algorithms in detail.
3 .3  S t a t e - s p a c e  C o m p u t a t io n
% 2  Hoc optimizations are developed in the control community using state- 
space computation tool. Although both of the proposed algorithms can be imple­
mented without state-space computation, state-space method does improve numer­
ical property of the computation if realizations are suitably chosen.
3 .3 .1  S t a t e - s p a c e  R e a l i z a t i o n s
We begin with state-space realization for the analysis matrix H(z).  Suppose H(z)  
is of the fractional form H{z)  =  Dh + M ^ 1(z)Nh(z),  Mh(z) = .zn +  £"=i m izn~ti and 
Nh(z) = n izn~ti where Dh and nt- vector of size 1 x 2, i =  1 ,..., n. If both Hq(z) 
and H\(z)  are FIR filter, then m,- =  0 for 1 <  i < n. A simple realization of H(z)
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can be obtained according to [37] in which a so-called observer form is adopted. The 
corresponding matrices axe listed as
Ah =
— m i 1  0  • • • 0 T i l
— m 2 o  • - : n2
• •  • 0 II
— m n o  . . . . . . . . . . .
1
0 Ttn
5 Ch — £ 1 0 ............
(3.15)
Hence H{z) =  Dh + Ch(zl — Ah)~xBh, and the realization (Ch,Ah) is observable. 
With the above realization of H(z) we can then obtain a realization for
H(z) =
Hi (-* )
- H o ( - z )
= J  {pi -  B f o l  + Air'd) , J =
0  1
- 1  0
where denotes conjugate and transpose. Thus a realization of det HAC (z) is 
obtained as [104, 3]:
de tH ac( z )  = H(z)H(z) = DAC +  CAC(zI -  A ac)~'Bac, Dac =  DhJD \  = 0,
Ah - B h J B ’h '
> HAc ~
BhJD"h





If minimal realization is preferred, balanced truncation [104] can be employed 
to eliminate the uncontrollable and unobservable modes of det HAC(z). Actually 
by doing so, the computational effort will be reduced. The only thing need to be 
considered is the accuracy of the final results.
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3 .3 .2  I n n e r - o u t e r  F a c t o r i z a t i o n
Since det HAC (z) is a scalar function and is strictly proper, there exists an integer 
q > 0 such that CACAqA(} B AC ^  0 while CacA*acB ac = 0 for 0 < i < q — 2. Thus 
there holds
T{z) = zq det Hac (z) = D + C (zl — A)-1B, 
A  =  A ac. B  = B ac , C = CACA qAC, £> = CacA*-c1B a c ? 0 .  (3.16)
For T(z) = zq det HAC (z) in (3.16), its inverse with the corresponding realization 
are given by
T{z) =  l /T (z )  = l / ( z qdetHAC(z)) = D  + C ( z I - A ) ~ 1B,
A  = A  — BD~XC, B  = B D ~ \  C = - D ~ 1C, D = D - \  (3.17)
Since 1/T(z)  is stable, the unstable modes of T(z) are both controllable and observ­
able which implies that (A, B) is stabilizable and (C,A) is detectable [37]. Hence 
there exists a unique stabilizing solution X  >  0 to the ARE (algebraic Riccati 
equation)
A’{I +  X B B ')~ xX A  -  X  =  0. (3.18)
An inner-outer factorization of T(z)  is now given by, using the formulas in [104],
T(z) = N(z)M ~1(z), (3.19)
{ z I - A -  B K ) - 1  BR~1/2,
■ m " "  “
M{z) R~1/2 K
— +
N(z) D R -1'2 C + DK
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where M (z)  is an inner, or allpass factor, and N(z) outer, R = I  + B 'X B ,  and 
K  = —R~1B "X A  = — ( /  + B mX B )~ xB mX A.  The inner-outer factorization in (3.9) 
can then be obtained as
det Hac ( z )  = P{z)Q{z), P(z) =  1/N(z), Q(z) = z~*M(z).
The problem with the procedure from [104] is that the inner, or allpass factor Q(z) 
has the same order as det HAC(z), instead of k. In the rest of the subsection, we 
will seek a minimal realization of Q(z).
By Schur decomposition, there exists a real unitary matrix U such that UU” = 
U'U =  I  and
A, A3u
, B  — UB = * B, '
0 Au . 1___
_
A = UAU- =  ‘ ■0  3 , C = C U = \i Cs Cu \
(3.20)
where Au of size k  x  k  is completely unstable. In this case the ARE in (3.18) can 
be written as
Am{I +  X B B 'Y 'X A  — X  = 0. (3.21)
P roposition  3.5 The stabilizing solution X  of the algebraic riccati equation (ARE) 
in (3.21) is given by
X  =
0  0  
0 Z " 1
, z  = a uz a z - b ub :. (3.22)
Proof: The Lyapunov equation in (3.22) is equivalent to Z = Au1Z(Au1)m — 
A~1Bu(A~1Bu)m. Since Au is completely unstable, A" 1 is stable. The stabilizability
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of (A ,B ) implies that (AU,B U) is controllable, and that in turn implies that the 
solution Z  > 0 . Hence X  exists and is positive semidefinite. Substituting X  in 
(3.22) into ARE (3.21) gives A’U{I +  Z~xBuBl)~l Z~x Au -  Z~l =  0, which is the 
same as the Lyapunov equation in (3.22). Thus X  in (3.22) is a solution to (3.21). 
Since the above ARE can be written as A*Z~1Ac—Z~l-\-A*Z~1BuB 1ZlZ~1A c = 0 with 
A c =  (I  +  BUB^Z~1)~1 A u, an application of Lyapunov stability theorem concludes 
the stability of A c. It follows that
A + B K  = Um(A + BK)U , A +  B K  = (I  + B B T X y 'A  =
A3 A at 
0  Ac
for some Aac. Thus X  in (3.22) is indeed a stabilizing solution to ARE (3.20) which 
is unique [104]. I
Proposition 3.5 demonstrates that the ARE (3.18) can be converted into Lya­
punov equation of lower order. With Z  > 0 solved from (3.22), the stabilizing 
solution X  to ARE (3.18) is given by
x  = u ; z - l u 2, u  = Ut
u 2
(3.23)
with U2 of size k x n, and the feedback gain K  is given by
K  = KU~ = K,± ] ■ K. = - ( 1  +  B'uz-'b„)-'b;z-'au. (3.24)
Simple calculation gives the minimal realization for the inner factor:
M(z) =  ( /  + K u(zl -  A J - 'B J R - 1'2, Q(z) = z - <!M(z), (3.25)
Ac = (I  + B u B -Z - 'y 'A * .  (3.26)
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We summarize the detailed derivation of the inner-outer factorization as follows: 
A lgorithm  for In n er-O u te r Factorization;
• Step 1: Obtain (A, B ,C , D), a realization of T(z) according to (3.16) and 
(3.17).
• Step 2 : Find a unitary matrix U such that A  =  UAU" has the form in (3.20).
•  Step 3: Compute the solution Z  for the Lyapunov equation in (3.22).
• Step 4: Compute K u as in (3.24) and obtain M (z ) and Q(z) as in (3.25).
•  Step 5: Compute X  as in (3.23) and set K  =  — (7 +  B ”X B )~ xB “XA.
•  Step 6 : Obtain the outer factor P(z) = 1/N(z) where N(z) has the form in 
(3.19).
3 .3 .3  C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  H 2 N o r m
Since M(z) and Q(z) are allpass, M~(z) = M (z~x) =  1 /M (z), and Q~(z) =
Q(z~x) = 1/Q(z). For Ta^z) =  cz~d and s =  d — q > 0, there holds
2Tid{z)Q~{z) = 2cz<’- dM (z -1)= 2 c z -a (Dm + Cm(z -1I - A my 1Bm) ,
Am = Ae, Bm = BUBT1/2, Cm = K u, Dm =  R~1/2, (3.27)
where A“x is completely unstable. It follows that
na [2 Tid{z)Q~{z)] =  2c(CmAam{z-l I - A m)~1Brn) ,  (3.28)
nc [2Tid(z)Q~(z)] = 2c (D mz~a +  §  C n A - ^ - ' B ^ - ^  , (3.29)
The next result is obtained by a direct application of the result in [104].
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P roposition  3.6 Define Y  as the solution o f the Lyapunov equation
A*mY A m - Y  + (CmA smy C mAsm = 0. (3.30)
Then ||n o [2T«g~] | | 2 =  2\c\y/B^YBm.
3 .3 .4  C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  H a n k e l  N o r m
In this subsection we consider computation of the Hankel norm of IIa [2Tid(z)Q~ (z)} 
as well as its optimal Hankel norm approximation. By (3.28), the controllability and 
the observability grammian of I30 \2Tid{z)Q~ (z)\ are the solutions of two Lyapunov 
equations A mLcA^  -  Lc + BmB* = 0, and A*mL0Am -  L0 +  {CmAam)mCmA3m = 0, 
respectively. In light of [104], there holds
j L i i n .  p T « < n  n »  =  j g  0i i L | | G ” -  H *  1!~ =^{LcL‘) ~ ( 3 - 3 1 )
where rf(-) denotes the largest singular value. To compute the optimal approximant 
G0(z), let T] and £ be the Schmidt pair satisfying LcL0rj = ct̂ uvtj, and £ =  ^ ^ ; L 0t}. 








have bounded two norm, and U(z) =  JZSi B “{Am)x * = B ^ ( z l  — A *£, 
V(z) = Hi^oCmAt+'rjz' = CmAsmr] + CmA ^ 1(z - 1I  -  Am)-'i-q. Both of them are 
absolutely square integrable on unit circle. Note that U(z) and V(z) can also be
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written as U(z) = f* (z/ -  Am) 1Bm, V(z) =  CmAam (I +  Am(z 1I - A m) 1)tj. 
In this case, the optimal Hankel approximation of G0(z) is given by G0(z) = 
n o [2TiiQT] -  2C0maxV(z)/U(z).
An alternative for computation of optimal Hankel-norm approximant G0(z) is 
using the algorithm in [21] (Theorem 6.3) that was developed for continuous-time 
systems. Bilinear transform
X — s , 1 — 2
2 = - r—— , 3 =  A—  , A > 0,A + s 1 +  z
can be used to accomplish this goal. The following outlines the steps for using the 
algorithm in [21] to compute a realization (A0, B0, C0, D0) for the optimal approxi­
mant G0(z:).
A lterna te  A lgorithm  for O ptim al Hankel A pproxim ation:
• Step 1 : Obtain a discrete realization (Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd) for n a [2 Tid(z)Q~(z)], 
where Ad = Am, Bd = Bm, Cd = 2 |c|CmA^, and Dd = 0.
• Step 2 : Obtain a continuous realization (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) by using bilinear trans­
form which gives
Ac =  X(I +  Ad)~x(Ad -  I), Bc =  V2X(I +  A d ^ B d ,  (3.33)
Cc =  y/2XCd(I +  Ad) - 1, Dc =  D d - C d ( I  +  Ad)-xBd. (3.34)
•  Step 3: Compute the balanced realization (A, B ,C ,D ) using the algorithm in
[21] which yields AP  +  P A m + B B m = 0, A mQ +  QA +  C 'C  = 0, P = Q =
diag(<r/r, E), and crl — E > 0.
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• Step 4: Partition (A, B , C) conformally with P, as
and define
A = Y -1{<T2Am22 + y,A22'Z-<TCZUB~2), (3.35)
B  =  r - 1 (S i?2 +  crC2U), (3.36)
C =  C2Z +  *UB; , (3.37)
D =  D - a U ,  (3.38)
where 17 is a unitary matrix satisfying B\ =  —C^U and T =  S 2 — cr2/ .
<» Step 5: Transform the continuous realization (A, B, C, D) back to a discrete 
realization using the bilinear transform:
A0 =  (XI — A ) ( \ I  + A)-1, B0 =  y / 2 \ { \ I  +  A)~l B,  (3.39) 
C0 =  —V 2 \ C { \ I  +  A)-1, D0 =  b - C ( X I  +  A)~1B. (3.40)
3 .4  D e s ig n  E x a m p l e s
Two design examples will be used to illustrate the design algorithms proposed 
in this chapter. To simplify the numerical computation, we assume that H\{z) = 
Ho(—z), although this is not required in using our proposed design method. Actu­
ally just as what [90] pointed out, H\(z) =  H0(—z) should be avoided in order to 
achieve perfect reconstruction. However, we want to consider the case when perfect
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reconstruction is not a realistic goal to achieve. By assuming minimal realization 
for F q ( z )  and Fi(z), for FIR analysis filter banks, there hold
order Fq =  d +  order Hi —  9 ,  order F% =  d +  order Ho — 9 ,
for the FL2 optimal approximation algorithm where normally 9  =  1 , and
order Fq = d + order H\ — q +  « — 1, order F\ =  d +  order Ho — q +  k — 1,
for the Tioo optimal approximation algorithm where k is the number of unstable 
zeros of det HAC. For HR analysis filter banks, there hold
order Fo =  order F\ =  d +  2 (order Ho +  order Hi — q),
for the H.2 optimal approximation algorithm, and
order Fo — d + order H\ — q +  k — 1 , order F\ = d + order Ho — q + « — 1,
for the Tioo optimal approximation algorithm. It can be seen that for both FIR 
and HR analysis filter banks, the order of Fo and F\ satisfy the same corresponding 
formula by using the Tioo optimal approximation algorithm. Because laxge d is 
often required in order to achieve small reconstruction error, model reduction is 
necessary. For the two examples in this section, balanced truncation is employed for 
model reduction of G(z) (in stead of Fo(z) and F\{z) directly) to ensure zero aliasing 
error. It should also be pointed out that the orders of Fo and Fi obtained using our 
proposed algorithms are smaller than those using the algorithm in [3] because of the
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use of polyphase decomposition in [3] that tends to double the realization of G0(z). 
Also we need to point out that the percentage reconstruction error in our examples 
is defined as
e% =  ||i< ? (* ) det f fAC (z) -  x 1 0 0
E xam ple 3.1: FIR analysis filter bank.
In this example, H q ( z )  is a 19th order half band low pass filter designed using 
the Remez algorithm with transition band [.45tt, .5 5 7 t] which can be easily computed 
with MATLAB command remez. H\(z) is taken to be Ho(—z). These two filters 
are not power complementary. So the perfect reconstruction does not apply [90]. 
The magnitude Bode plots of these two filters axe shown in Figure 3.2. For the 
specification of 2 % reconstruction error over all frequency range, optimization 
is required that yields time delay d = 39. The corresponding optimal synthesis 
filters axe computed that have a minimal order 75. Because the order is quite high, 
model reduction is carried out for G(z) that reduces the order of F0(z) and F\{z) to 
39 without notable distortion for a 1.8% reconstruction error. The Bode magnitude 
plots of reduced synthesis filters F0 and F\ are shown in Figure 3.3. The magnitude 
frequency response of the associated reconstruction error and zero aliasing error are 
shown in Figure 3.4 with solid lines.
E xam ple 3.2: HR analysis filter bank.
This example is the same as Example 3 of [3] where Ho(z) is the bilinear trans­
formation of a fifth-order analog elliptic filter (without prewarping) with cutoff fre­
quency 1 rad/s. Thus H0(z) is a fifth-order lowpass filter with cutoff frequency 
7r / 2 . Taking H\(z)  =  Hq{—z) implies that Hi(z) is a fifth-order highpass filter. 
Figure 3.5 shows the magnitude Bode plots of Hq(z) and Hi(z). With the same 2%
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specification for the reconstruction error over all frequency ra n g e , the time delay 
d =  47 is required when using ,H00 optimization algorithm proposed in this paper. 
The orders of Fo{z) and F\(z) are 6 8 , compared to the order of 101 in [3]. Again, 
model reduction is carried out to G(z) that reduces the orders of the synthesis filters 
to 55 without notable distortion for the reconstruction error. The magnitude Bode 
plots of the reduced synthesis filters Fq(z ) and F \ ( z )  are shown in Figure 3.6. The 
associated reconstruction error is less than 2% as shown in Figure 3.7 with solid line. 
With balanced truncation for G(z), the lowest order of Fo(z) and Fi(z) that can be 
reduced to is 51 without violating the 2% specification for the reconstruction error. 
The associated reconstruction error is shown in Figure 3.7 with a  dashed line. It is 
seen that the only distortion in this case occurs in the transition band range.
The model matching method yields good design for the two-channel multirate 
filter banks. It can also be extended to multi-channel filter bank design which is the 
topic of the next chapter.
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Figure 3.3: Example 3.1: |F0| and |Fi| in dB vs. u;/27r.
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Figure 3.5: Example 3.2: |f/o| and |ifi| in dB vs. ujj2x.
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Figure 3.7: Example 3.2: Reconstruction and aliasing error vs. u?/27r.
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C h a p t e r  4
M u l t i- C h a n n e l  F il t e r  B a n k  D e s ig n  a n d  
A n a l y s is
4 .1  M u l t ir a t e  S y s t e m s  t o  b e  D e s ig n e d
This chapter will generalize the results in the previous chapter to multi-channel 
filter banks. We first consider the M-channel maximally decimated filter bank [90] 
as shown in Figure 4.1. This kind of uniform filter bank is also known as the 
critical sampled filter bank because the decimation ratio M  is the same as the 
number of channels. The analysis and synthesis filter bank consist of, respectively, 
Hi(z)  and Fi(z), i =  1 , 2, • • • ,  M  — 1, which axe restricted to be causal and stable 
transfer functions of linear time-invariant filters. The input signal x(n) is split 
into M  frequency subbands by M  analysis filters Hi(z)  according to the energy 
distribution of the signal x{n) in frequency domain. Each subband signal x,-(ra), 
i =  1 ,2, • • •, M  — 1, is down-sampled by a factor of M, then coded and transmitted. 
We assume that the quantization error of coding and transmission is negligible. 
In the receiver end, each subband signal is up-sampled by a factor of M. After 
passing through M  synthesis filters F{(z) respectively, the M  subband signals, x,(n), 
i = 1,2, • • • , M  — 1, are combined to form the reconstructed signal x(n). This kind 
of system has important application value in subband coding of speech and digital 
audio; See, for example, [58, 60, 61, 63, 65, 8 8 ] and their corresponding references.
In the following sections, by using the model matching method, an error system 
is set up as shown in Figure 4.2. The design issue will be investigated for multi­
channel filter banks that achieve zero aliasing error, and minimize certain measure
65
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of the error signal e(n) =  x(n) — x(n — d) for some d > 0. This will lead to the 
extension of W2 and Woo optimization techniques to the design of synthesis filter 
banks. Optimal solutions will be derived and numerical algorithms for computing 
the optimal synthesis filter banks will be developed. The advantage of our proposed 
approach is the simplicity and efficiency of the design algorithm, as well as zero 
aliasing error that is contrast to [74, 3]. It is known that nonuniform multirate filter 
banks, i.e, all channels in Figure 4.1 do not have the same up and down sampling 
rate, can be transformed into uniform ones [43] while uniform filter banks can also 
be used to generate nonuniform ones [59]. Therefore, the results of this chapter 
regarding unifrom filter banks have applications to the design of nonuniform filter 
banks.
4 .2  D e s ig n  o f  S y n t h e s i s  F i l t e r  B a n k s  w i t h  %  
a n d  Hoo O p t im iz a t io n s
4 .2 .1  F o r m u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  D e s ig n  A p p r o a c h
Consider the maximally decimated filter bank in Figure 4.1 where all the filters 
are restricted to be both causal and stable. This multirate filter bank is generalized 
from the two-channel filter bank introduced in the previous two chapters. Compared 
with the case of two-channel filter bank, the input/output relation of this M-channel 
filter bank is more complicated. In 2-transform, it is given by
A/—1 -I M—l
X (z )  =  £  A , (z )X {zW ‘), M z )  =  j z Z  Hi ( z W ‘)Ft l.z) (4.1)
1=0 1 1  k = 0
where 0 < I < M  — l and W  = e-j27r/A/. Those terms involving X (zW ‘) for / > 1 are 
called aliasing error. If the synthesis filters F{(z), i = 1, 2, • • •, M  — 1, are properly



















Figure 4.2: Multi-channel error system.
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chosen, then the aliasing error will be eliminated completely, that is, Ai(z) =  0 for 
1 < I <  M  — 1 and
i M —l
X (z) = Tr(z)X(z)  =  A0(z)X(z), Tr(z) = A0(z) = —  £  Hk(z)Fk(z). (4.2)
m  k=o
But if Tr{z) cz~d where 0 and d > 0, then X  (z) may involve either ampli­
tude distortion or phase distortion or both. We introduce the following definition 
regarding perfect reconstruction (PR) given by [90].
D efinition 4.1 A maximally decimated filter bank shown in Figure 4-1 *s said to 
have perfect reconstruction (PR) property i f  it is free from aliasing, amplitude dis­
tortion and phase distortion, i.e.,
1 M —l
M * )  =  w w ,  t. ( z) =  -jj £  (4.3)
1V1 k=0
for some c ^  0  and d >  0 .
The next theorem follows easily from the above definition, and therefore the 
proof is skipped.
T heorem  4.1 The maximally decimated filter bank shown in Figure 4-1 has the 
perfect reconstruction (PR) property if and only if
H0(z) Hi(z) ••• HM_r{z) Fo(z) ’ cz'* '
H0(zW) Hi(zW )  ••• Hm_, (zW) Fi(z) = 0
Ho(zWM~l ) H\{zW m~1) ••• H ^ z W * * - 1) ■
"7T7
1 0
for some c 7  ̂0  and d > 0 .
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Define the M  x M  aliasing component matrix HAC (z ) and the M  x 1 synthesis 
matrix F (z ) as
H0(z) Hi{z) ■■■ Hm_,{z) Fo{z)
H0(zW) Hi(zW) ••• Hm_ ^ zW)
F{z) =
Fi{z)
HoizW1* -1) H ^ z W M~x) " •  H ^ iz W * * - ' )
(4.4)
Define the 1 x M  analysis matrix H(z) as
H ( z ) = [ h 0 ( z )  fli(z) H m _ 1 ( z ) ]  = [  1 0 ••• 0 ] H A C ( z )  (4.5)
which is the first row of HAC(z). If det HAC(z) 0 for all \z\ > 1 , then with c =
and d =  0 , the ideal synthesis matrix
Fid(z) := H (z)
1 1
0 a d j ( ^ c (2)) 0
0
det H a c ( z )
0
(4.6)
is causal, stable, and achieves perfect reconstruction. However, if det HAC(z) has 
unstable zeros, then the ideal synthesis matrix Fn{z) as in (4.6) is either noncausal or 
unstable or both. Because noncausal and/or unstable filters can not be used for real 
time implementation, perfect reconstruction is not possible for the multirate filter 
bank. In this case we want to seek a synthesis matrix F(z) which will minimize 
either the covariance or the energy of the error signal e(ra) shown in Figure 4.2
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subject to the constraint of zero aliasing error. We will show that it actually leads 
to equivalent frequency domain optimization problems of "Hi and 'H00. The design 
algorithms for the optimal synthesis filter banks will be developed subsequently. 
According to [90], the polyphase decomposition of the transfer function of the fcth 
analysis filter Hk(z) is given by Hk{z) = z~lEk,i[zM). So the analysis matrix
has the expression
■ffM = [*■„(*) f l iM  # „ _ ,(* )]
=  [ 1  *-■ ] £ t (2 m),
Eo,o(z) Eo,\ (z) • • • E o,m - i (z )
E\<o(z) E\,i(z) ••• E\j<i-i{z)
E{z) =
E m - i ,o(z) E m - i ,i{z) E m - i ,m - i { z )
H (zW {) =  [ 1  W ^ z - 1 ■ ■ ■ ] E T(zM)
= [ 1  W-* • • • W-W-V* ] diag {z~k} ^  E T(zM)




for i — 0 , — 1 with HAC(z) =  diag{z~k E T(zM). Now the alias 
component matrix as in (4.4) can be written into a product form H AC (2 ) = LHAC (2 ), 






1  . .  .  w ~ ( M - l ) ( M - l )
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The next result shows that the desired synthesis matrix F (z ) shown in Figure 4.2 
can be derived from one compact form with the fact that the determinant of HAC (z) 
satisfies
det H a c  (z) = (det T)(det HAC {z)) =  (det £ ) 2 -(^-i)M / 2  det ( 4  1Q)
T heorem  4.2 Suppose that the analysis filter bank H(z) is causal and stable for 
the maximally decimated filter bank shown in Figure 4-1- Then all causal and stable 
synthesis filter banks F(z) achieving zero aliasing error are parameterized as
F(z) =  G(2 )(detT)_1adj(ffAC(z)) [ i  o o ]  (4.11)
for some causal and stable G(z) that is real valued for each real z.
Proof: Any causal and stable synthesis filter bank F(z) achieving zero aliasing 
error satisfies [0  Im - i]Hac (z)F(z) =  0 , where Ik is an identity matrix of size k. 
Since H(z) is causal and stable, H(z)F(z) = <f>(z) is causal and stable as well. 
Combining these two facts yields
n * )  = - fC c M [ i  o o ] % «  =  **(*)<»«,
with Fid(z) as in (4.6). By the fact that H{z)Fid{z) = 1 , and H(z) is stable and 
causal, Fid(z) has no unstable block zero. It follows from the causality and stability 
of F{z) that
4>(z) = G(z)(det L)~x det HAC(z)
for some G(z) which is also stable and causal. That is, the unstable poles of F{d(z) 
that are also unstable zeros of det H a c { z )  have to be cancelled by unstable zeros of
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4>{z), in order to ensure that F(z) be causal and stable. Substituting the expression 
of <j>{z) into the expression of F(z) gives
F(z) = Fid(z)G(z)(detL)~1 det H a c ( z )
l  T
- 1 .
=  G ( z ) (d e t L) ~ l adi{HAC(z)) 1 0  ••• 0
which is the same as (4.11). The fact that H(z)Fid(z)  = 1 and identity (4.10) imply 
that
H ( z ) F ( z )  = G (z)(det£)-1 d e tif /ic(z) =  G ( z ) z ^ M~1̂ 2 det E ( z M)
which is real valued for each real z , if, and only if G(z)  is. ■
Parameterization of all causal and stable synthesis filter banks achieving zero 
aliasing error is important. It leads to elegant optimization problems for the mini­
mization of reconstruction error to be shown next in detail. Define E ( z ) =  Z(e(n)),  
the ^-transform of the error signal e(n) as in Figure 4.2. Then E(z)  = TB(z )X(z) ,  
where
r . W  =  Tr( z ) - T u (z) =  ± H ( z ) F ( z )  -  c z - d
=  (4.12)
Thus the aliasing error is completely eliminated. The fact that TE(z) is a scalax 
function yields much simpler optimization problem and more efficient design algo­
rithms than those studied in [74, 3]. Note that for M  =  2 , (4.12) reduces to what 
was studied in the previous chapter.
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Motivated by the model matching method in [74, 3], we seek a causal and stable 
transfer function G(z) such that ||TS | | 2 and are minimized. The synthesis
filter bank can then be obtained according to (4.11). We will derive solutions of G(z), 
and thus of synthesis matrix F(z) in (4.11), for both 7f2 and Hoo optimizations.
T heorem  4.3 Suppose that the analysis filter bank H(z) is causal and stable for 
the maximally decimated filter bank shown in Figure 4-1- Then for each given d > 0  
and c ^  0, the optimal synthesis filter bank F(z) that minimizes the reconstruction 
error ||T£ ||a , and achieves zero aliasing error is unique for ot = 2  and a  =  oo, where 
Tb is given in (4-12).
Proof: Since all causal and stable synthesis filter banks axe parameterized by 
(4.11), and the transfer function for the reconstruction error given in (4.12) is scalar, 
the optimal solution of G(z) that minimizes \\TB ||a is unique for a = 2 and a  =  oo 
[104] which concludes the uniqueness of the optimal synthesis filter banks. ■
It should be cleax that the integer value of d determines the reconstruction error, 
and the optimal reconstruction error measured in or TLoo norm is a function of 
d. It will be proven later that as d —y oo, the reconstruction error tends to zero as 
well. Hence PR can be achieved asymptotically with respect to time delay d. Let 
(M — l)M /2  =  (3M + 7 jvr, d = dM  +  7 d, and 7rf =  7 M = 7 , where /?, 7 m , 7 d, and 
d are all integers, and 7 M?7 d € {0,1, • • •, M — 1 ). By imposing 7 d = 7 m = 7 , G{z) 
can be taken as G{z) = G(zM), and thus substitute it into (4.12) yields
Tb {z) =  (J^G (zM)z~0M det E(zm) -  cz~iM) =  f B (zM)z~^
Tb (z) = j jG (z)z~ 0 det E ( z ) - c z -* .  (4.13)
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Since the order of TE is smaller than that of TE by a factor of 1/M, minimizing 
IIT̂ Hq can be done through minimizing HTg ||Q for a =  2 , oo. This greatly reduces 
computation effort in the design process, and enhances the accuracy for laxge M.
4 .2 .2  O p t i m a l  PL2 a n d  S o l u t i o n s  f o r  t h e  S y n t h e s i s  
F i l t e r  B a n k
Consider Ts (z) given in (4.13) where z-/? det E(z) has exactly k zeros outside of 
the unit circle, counting multiplicity. Then there exists a factorization
det £(*) =  /»(*)<?(*), Q(z) =  z - ' - g  +  g > 0 ,  (4.14)
qoz +  qiz* 1 +  • • • +  qKz
which is the same as that in the previous chapter. Because Q(z)Q(z~1) = 1 ,
lir , IU =  j j\ \G P Q  -  MTid\\a =  j j \ \G P  -  M f idQ~\\a, a  =  2 , oo, (4.15)
where Q~ = Q(z~x), and Tid(z) =  cz~d which is the ideal transfer function.
T heorem  4.4 Consider the error function ||T£ ||a as in (4-15) where 0  =  2, oo. 
G(z) is causal and stable to be determined. Let z~® det E(z) =  P(z)Q(z) be the 
inner-outer factorization as in (4-14) where Q(z) includes all the unstable zeros of 
z~® det E(z). Denote G2 and Goo as the optimal H.2 and Ho0 solutions of G(z). 
Then with Tid(z) = cz~d the TC2 and TLoo optimal solutios are respectively given by
G 2(z ) =  n c [MTid(z)Q~(z)\ /(P (z)), (4.16)
Goo(z) = Uc [MTid(z)Q~(z)]/P(z)  (4.17)
+  argmin\G0{z) : .in f \\Ga -  n .  [MTuQT] llool /P{z),
( Go&ioo J
inf ||r , | | 2 =  P .  [faQ 'j ||„ > f  ||r , | |„  = P .  P a V I  II*.
G€H.2 Gfhioo
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T heorem  4.5 Suppose that det E(z) avoids zeros on the unit circle. Then with the 
optimal TL2 and TLoo solutions in Theorem 4-4> the reconstruction error approaches 
to zero as d —*■ oo.
The above two results axe parallel to Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 respectively 
so that the proof is reasonably skipped.
4 .2 .3  D e s i g n  A l g o r it h m s  f o r  t h e  S y n t h e s i s  F i l t e r  B a n k
The results in the previous two subsections yield the following two iterative algo­
rithms for the design of synthesis filter banks based on 7i2 and TLqo optimizations. 
We again assume that Ta{z) =  cz~d where c ^  0 and d > 0 which is to be deter­
mined in the design process. The first algorithm is based on ?{2 optimization and 
the second based on Ttoo optimization. Note that for M  = 2, rather than compute 
z~P det E(z), det HAC(z) will be computed directly.
Design A lgorithm  1 (H2 O ptim ization):
•  Step 1: For the given analysis filters H0(z), H i(z), ■ - HM_X (z) and the design 
specification compute z~& det E(z).
•  Step 2: Compute inner-outer factorization z~^ det E(z) =  P(z)Q(z) where 
Q(z) is an allpass function of the form in (4.14) that contains all unstable 
zeros of det E(z).
• Step 3: Compute the optimal TL2 performance index: M ||IIa ||2.
• Step 4: If M ||no H2 > £2, then increase d and go to Step 3; Otherwise
go to Step 5.
•  Step 5: Compute G(z) =  G2(z) =  IIC |MTid{z)Q~(z)] /P {z) and set synthesis 
filter bank according to (4.11).
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Design A lgorithm  2 (%<*, O ptim ization):
• Step 1 : For the given analysis filters Hq(z), H\{z), • • HM1 (z) and the design 
specification compute z~0 det E(z).
• Step 2: Compute inner-outer factorization z~0 det E(z) =  P(z)Q(z) where 
Q(z) is allpass function of the form in (4.14) that contains all unstable zeros 
of det E(z).
• Step 3: Compute the optimal 'H00 performance index: M ||IIa [X’,dQ~j ||H.
•  Step 4 : If Af||na ||H > Coo, then increase d and go to Step 3; Otherwise 
go to Step 5.
• Step 5: Compute G(z) =  Goo(z) according to (4.17) and set synthesis filter 
bank according to (4.11).
Two comments axe in order. First in the above two algorithms, the search of the 
smallest d value for the optimal reconstruction error to satisfy the given specification 
is rather primitive. If bisection or other more efficient method is employed [80], it will 
speed up the computation of the right d value. Second, although the two algorithms 
seem straightforward, their numerical implementation with good numerical property 
and efficiency is not that simple. In the next section we will study the state-space 
computational issue which makes the two algorithms work more efficiently.
4 .3  S t a t e - spa c e  C o m p u t a t io n
Despite the similarity to the previous chapter for the 'H.2 and 'H<x, optimization, 
there are differences in the numerical implementation. Thus we will elaborate in 
more detail. We begin with state-space realization for matrix E T(zM). By assuming
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that Hk(z) shares the same denominator for A: =  0 ,1, - ■ ■, M  — 1, a simple realization 
can be found such that
Hk(z) = = Dk + jr ,C A i- 1Bkz - i.
t = 0  » = i
This is true for FIR analysis filter banks, and can also be made true for HR case. 
The sequence {H k,i}il0 is the impulse response of H k{z) with
Dk, i — 0 ,
Hk,i = { (4.18)
CA'~lB k, i > 0 .
Since the index i can be written as i  = sM +l  for / = 0,1, • - •, M —l,  and s =  0 —»• oo,
M—l oo M—l oo
Hk{z) =  £  =  Y ,  z~lEk,i{z), Ek,i(zM) =  J 2 H^ M +i(zMr s.
1=0 3=0 1=0 3=0
Clearly E k,i(zM) is the /th polyphase component of Hk{z). For / =  0,
E k,o{zM) = Dk + J 2 CA3M~M+M~lBk(zM)~
3=1
=  Dk + C A M~1{zMI - A M) - 1Bk,
by (4.18). Similarly for / > 0,
Ek,i{zM) = Y C A ’M-M+M^-'Btiz™)-3
s=o
= C Al~lB k + £  CAaM- M+M+l~1Bk{zM)-a
3=1
=  C A l~xBk +  CAM+l~x Y { A My - xBk{zM)-
3=1
=  C A ‘~lBk +  CAM+l~x(zMI -  AM)~xBk.
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Therefore, the polyphase components with respect to the analysis matrix has an 
expression
Ek,i(z) — <
Dk +  CAM~1(zI -  AM)~1Bk, I = 0,
CAl~lB k +  CAM+l~1(zI -  AM)~xBk, I > 0.
It follows that
H(z) = [ - 1
£ o ,o ( 2 M ) E i f l i z ” )
E0,i(zM) Ei,i(zM)
E m - i , i
E m - i , i
E q ,m - i ( z  )  E i tM - i ( z  )  • • •  E m - i ,m - i
1
o Dk C
E k,i CBk CA
• = CABk + CA2
I
.. 
i CAM~2B k CA M - 1
A m ~ 1 ( z m I  -  AM)~l Bk.
A state-space realization for E T(z) can now be otained as
D C
CB CA
E T(z) = CAB + CA2
CAM~2B CAM ~ 1
Am ~ \ zI  -  A m )~*B,
where
B  = Bq B\ • • • B m - i , D = Dq D\ ■ • • Dm - i
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With the realization for E T(z), a realization for z - *3 det E(z) can also be found 
which can be written as
z - 0 det E(z) = CB(zJ -  A J - 'B s .  (4.19)
If minimal realization is preferred, then balance truncation [104] can be employed 
to eliminate the uncontrollable and unobservable modes.
The numerical computation of inner-outer factorization for (4.19) can be imple­
mented by using the same algorithm as in Chapter 3. The same is also true for 
numerical computation of Ti.2 and Hankel norm associated with the design of syn­
thesis filters. The only change is that 2c should be replaced by Me. Readers may 
consult with [31] for more detail.
4 .4  A n  I l l u s t r a t iv e  E x a m p l e
As mentioned in (4.13), the order of the overall transfer function is reduced by 
a factor of -jfe. Thus optimization problems for the design of synthesis filter bank 
is greatly simplified. Moreover in computing inner-outer factorization, and optimal 
Hankel approximation, only the unstable factor Q(z) is involved. It follows that 
the computation complexity is related to k only where k is the order of Q(z), i.e., 
the number of unstable zeros of de tHAC(z). Hence the computation complexity is 
reduced significantly as well. Because most of the computational effort is on solving 
Lyapunov equations, the proposed design algorithms in this paper has a computa­
tional complexity in the order of 0 (k3). Furthermore, our design algorithms involve 
only numerically reliable algorithms such as Schur decomposition and Lyapunov 
equations with low computation complexity. The accuracies of the resulting syn­
thesis filter banks can also be ensured. In the following a three-channel filter bank
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example is given by using the proposed 'H00 design algorithm. Although the design 
algorithm applies to more general multirate filter banks, to simplify the computa­
tion, we assume that # 2 (2 ) = H q { — z ) .  Moreover, by doing so, PR does not apply 
so that we will observe the quality of the proposed algorithm.
E xam ple  4.1: A three-channel filter bank.
In this example, the analysis filters are linear phase FIR, designed by using the 
Remez algorithm which can be easily computed with MATLAB command remez. 
Ho(z) is a 17th order lowpass filter with transition band , |f], Hi(z) is an 18th 
order bandpass filter with left transition band [ | | ,  | | ]  and right transition band 
[1 2  ’ f f ] ’ an<* Hi(z) is a 17th order high pass filter with transition band [ |f , ff]. The 
magnitude Bode plots of these three analysis filters axe shown in Figure 4.3. From 
(4.4), det Hac (z ) is computed which has six zeros outside unit circle. Hence PR can 
not be achieved. A specification of 0.02 for the reconstruction error over all frequency 
range is required for the design of synthesis filter bank. Tfoo optimization is applied 
which yields time delay d = 7. This implies total time delay of d = 3d = 21. The 
corresponding G(z) has an order of 6 . Balanced truncation is used to reduce the 
order of G(z) to 4, for which the specification of 0.02 reconstruction error remains 
true. It follows that G(z) = G(z3) has an order of 3 x 4 =  12, which leads to 
the three synthesis filters Fo(z), Fi(z), and F-z{z) having order of 47, 46 and 47, 
respectively. The Bode magnitude plots of reduced synthesis filters Fo(z), Fi(z), and 
1*2 (2:) axe shown in Figure 4.4. The magnitude frequency response of the associated 
reconstruction error, a value of 0.0176, is shown in Figure 4.5. According to (4.1), a 
three channel system has two possible aliasing error components: A\{z) and Az{z). 
Figure 4.6 shows the magnitude frequency response of Ai(z) and ^ 2 (2 ) which can 
be regarded as zero.
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Figure 4.4: Example 4.1: |Fq|, |A|* and |A | in dB vs. u j / t z .
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Figure 4.5: Example 4.1: Reconstruction error vs. IOOOcj/ x.
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Figure 4.6: Example 4.1: Aliasing error (solid curve: |Ai|; dotted curve: IA2 I).
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4 .5  E x t e n s io n  t o  N o n u n if o r m  F il t e r  B a n k s
Nonuniform filter banks are the most general and complicated members in the 
family of multirate systems. They have far more important application value than 
that of uniform filter banks. This is because in the real world, nonuniform filter 
banks give better signal processing result than uniform filter banks in many cases. A 
general Af-channel nonuniform filter bank is shown in Figure 4.7. The integers <?,- and 
Pi are called the decimation and expansion integers, respectively, with reference to 
the analysis end. Each channel has a sampling factor Pi/qi- In the analysis bank, the 
splitted input signals are upsampled, filtered, and downsampled. Through coding 
and transmitting, the analysis bank makes the combined output a reconstruction 
of the input signal. One can easily identify Figure 4.7 as a  uniform filter bank if 
Pi =  1 and qi =  M  for z =  0,1, • • •, M  — 1. The setup in Figure 4.7 allows arbitrary 
(fractional) nonuniform band splitting to be accomplished. For example, by suitable 
choice of the analysis filters, the frequency band [0 , tt] can be split into the following 
M  subbands:
qo J , 9o  9 o  9i /  . 7=0 9i  • = £  9.7
These bands axe disjoint when
M—l
£  -  =  i 
9 .
which also preserves the sampling density.
One direct method for designing perfect reconstruction filter banks with arbitrary 
rational sampling rate changes was presented in [43]. Unfortunately, this method 
cannot be used to design some general nonuniform filter banks in which 9 , ’s are not





Figure 4.7: The general multirate filter system.
all the same. Specifically if we try to convert this type of nonuniform filter banks 
into uniform ones, the resulting uniform filter banks will have two or more channels 
having the same analysis structure. That is, those channels have analysis filters 
differed from just a scalar factor. This leads to singular aliasing component matrix 
Hac (2 ) so that the design of feasible synthesis banks can never be accomplished. If 
this happens, then the nonuniform filter bank is said to have problem of structural 
dependency [4, 43]. The problem of structural dependency remains an open research 
topic for quite a few years, despite great effort from many researchers. On the other 
hand, one exciting discovery is that a nonuniform filter bank can be transformed 
into a uniform one directly [4, 43] without structure dependency if 9 / s are all the 
same with pi and qi relatively prime (which is also called coprime). A related 
work in [59] introduced the idea of generating nonuniform filter banks from uniform 
filter banks. The procedure of transformation involves polyphase decomposition 
and noble identities [90]. In particular, formulae were proposed in [43] for the 
transformation which converts a nonuniform analysis channel into several uniform 
analysis channels. However, formulae for the corresponding nonuniform synthesis 
channel were not mentioned. Motivated by the existing work, this section seeks
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formulae for the transform in the synthesis bank so that the missing part of [43] will 
be filled in. Note that some basic but important concepts for the multirate systems 
and filter banks have already been introduced in Chapter 1 . These concepts will be
used frequently in this section.
4 .5 .1  A  T w o - C h a n n e l  N o n u n if o r m  F il t e r  B a n k
Shown in Figure 4.8 is a two-channel nonuniform multirate filter bank where 
q0 = q1 =  3, p0 =  2 and px = I. This typical example has been well known 
in the literature. Note that this system does not suffer the problem of structure 
dependency. The frequency range [0,7r) is split into the low-frequency band [0, 27t / 3 ) 
for channel 0 and the high-frequency band [27t / 3,7r) for channel 1 . Employing 
polyphase decomposition yields the expressions:
Channel 0 in Figure 4.8 is actually equivalent to a two-channel uniform system.
Figure 1.3, the fourth sub-figure is obtained. And finally, since 2 and 3 are coprime,
shown in Figure 4.10. Therefore, channel 0 in Figure 4.8 is equivalent to cascading
OO OO oo
Ho{z) = X  h{n)z~n = X  h(2n)z~2n + z - 1 X  h{2n + l)z~2n
= E 0(z2) +  2  1Ei(z2), (4.20)
OO OO o ooo o o
Fo{z) = X  f(n)z~n = X  f(2n)z~2n + z - 1 X  f(2n + l)z~2n
= Ro{z2) +  z - lR x{z2). (4.21)
In the analysis bank, Figure 4.9 shows five equivalent sub-figures. The second and 
third sub-figures axe directly from (4.20). By using the two noble identities shown in
according to Figure 1.2, the decimator and the expander can be interchanged so that 
the fifth sub-figure is valid. Similarly, in the synthesis bank, the equivalent system is
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the fifth sub-figure of Figure 4.9 with the fifth sub-figure of Figure 4.10. Further­
more, according to Figure 1.5, Figure 4.11 represents a 2 x 2 identity matrix which 
can be easily extended to M  x M  case. Combine Figure 4.9, 4-10, and 4-11 together, 
channel 0 in Figure 4.8 is equivalent to Figure 4.12 so that the whole two-channel 
nonuniform system in Figure 4.8 becomes a three-channel uniform system shown in 
Figure 4.13. Note that in the synthesis bank, the procedure of the transformation 
is the counterpart of that in the analysis bank by using polyphase decomposition. 
Next we will illustrate the case of multi-channel filters which axe not so trivial.
4 .5 .2  M u l t i - C h a n n e l  N o n u n i f o r m  F i l t e r  B a n k s
In a nonuniform filter bank system, if p and q axe coprime with q > p > 1, then 
any single channel with decimation ratio |  can be transformed into a  p-channel uni­
form filter bank. Combining those channels with decimation ratio the nonuniform 
system can then be totally transformed into a uniform system, which is also called 
maximally decimated filter banks [90]. For p > 3, although a polyphase decompo­
sition of H(z) lists its components in order with the index such as Eo(z), E\{z), 
Eii^z) etc., they may not appear in the same order in the block configuration. This 
fact was illustrated in [43]. The same will be true for the corresponding synthesis 
bank. According to [90], a p-fold polyphase decomposition of H(z) can be written 
as
H(z) =  5 3  h(np)z~np + z~x 5 3  h(np+l)z~np
n=—OO 71=:—oo
_l f. ^-(p-1) ^ 3  h(np + {p -  1 ))z~np
7 1 = — CO
=  Eo(zp) + z~1E1(zp) + --- + z-lp- 1'>Ep- 1(zp). (4.22)
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Figure 4.8: A two-channel nonuniform system.









Figure 4.9: Equivalent system of an analysis filter bank branch.
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Figure 4.10: Equivalent system of a synthesis filter bank branch.
-l
Figure 4.11: An equivalent system of a 2 x 2 identity matrix.
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Figure 4.12: Two equivalent systems.
Figure 4.13: An equivalent uniform system to Figure 4.8.
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Assume q0 =  q1 =  • • - =  qM_x =  q with p and q coprime, [43] showed an equivalent 
system called Transform 1 which is shown here in Figure 4.14 (note q > p, and 
only a single band is shown). For the analysis filters H^(z) in Figure 4.14, with 
i = 0, 1, • • •, p — 1, [43] gave the following formula,
fl?M  =  (4.23)
where d,- =  , t; =  (q • i)mod p. And [xj = the largest integer < x. Therefore,
the nonuniform system can be transformed into a uniform one by using this elegant 
result. However, since p and q axe relatively prime, the formulae for the analysis 
bank can not be directly used when dealing with the synthesis bank. Because it is 
difficult to find an expression by using the concept of module, [43] did not give the 
corresponding explicit formulae for the synthesis bank.
To obtain a desirable uniform filter bank, based on Figure 4.14, the synthesis 
bank should be in the form of Figure 4.15 (p, q coprime) in which
S-(z) = z~niSi(z), * =  0 , l , - - - , p - l ,  (4.24)
n0 =  0, n,p > i-  q and (nt- — 1 )p < i  - q (4.25)
for i =  1 ,2, • • • ,p  — 1 . The conditions in (4.25) requires a unique positive integer nx 
for each i. Combine Figure 4.14 and 4.15 with the property shown in Figure 4.11, 
the whole uniform system is shown in Figure 4.16. From (4.24), Figure 4.17 is 
derived from Figure 4.15 by using the concepts shown in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. 
Obviously,
F{z) =  Y .  2_ni'p5,(2p)2,'-<7 =  Y  z~(ni'p~i'9)Si(zp) (4.26)
t=0 i=0
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with n,i satisfying (4.25). Formula (4.26) shares some similar feature to that in 
[59] (equation (45)). Given the nonuniform analysis filter bank, the synthesis filter 
banks can be designed by designing the equivalent uniform system first. A certain 
delay units may be added to make sure that the final nonuniform synthesis filter 
bank is causal. However, the difference between our approach and that of [59] is 
that by imposing (4.25), (4.26) is exactly a p-fold polyphase decomposition of F(z) 
by the definition in [90] which we will show next. Because [43] gives the formulae 
(4.23) which lead exactly to the polyphase decomposition in the analysis bank. Our 
approach matches the idea of [43] and the resulting formulae are the counterpart
of the formulae given in (4.23). For the synthesis filter F (z) in Figure 4.17, its
polyphase decomposition can be written as
F (z ) = 5 Z f(np)z~np + z - 1 f (n p + l) z ~ np
7 l = — OO 7 l = — CO
H h z-(p-1) ^2  f{np + {p — l))z~np
n=—oo
=  Ro(zp) +  z - ' R ^ )  +  • • - +  z - ^ R p. l (zp). (4.27)
Lem m a 4.1 Given coprime positive integers p and q with q > p > 1 . I f  positive 
integers satisfy ni - p > i • q and (n< — 1 ) • p < i • q for i = 1 , 2 , • • • ,p — 1 , then 
I < n i • p — i • q < p — 1 .
Proof: From the given condition, 0 < n{ ■ p — i • q < p. since p, q, i, and rii are 
integers, 1 < ni • p — i ■ q < p — 1 . I
Lem m a 4.2 Given coprime positive integers p and q with q > p > 1 . I f  positive 
integers ni satisfy n. • p > i ■ q and (n. — 1 ) • p < i • q for i = 1 , 2 , • • • ,p — 1, then 
ni ■ p — i ■ q 7  ̂ ■ p — j  • q for all i ^  j  with j  = 1 , 2 , • • • p — 1 .
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Proof: Suppose ni • p — i ■ q = Uj ■ p — j  ■ q. Without loss of generality, assume 
j  > i. This implies (n  ̂ — n.) • p =  (j — i)q = kq with integers k € [l,p — 2]. But 
since p and q axe coprime, kmin = ^  gn*̂P =  p which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
ni ■ p — i ■ q 7  ̂n} ■ p -  j  • q for i ±  j . I
Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 serve as the proof of the following result.
T heorem  4.6 Given coprime positive integers p and q with q > p > 1 . I f  positive 
integers n{ satisfy ni -p>  i-q  and {ni — 1 ) - p < i • q for i =  1 , 2 , • • • , p — 1 , then with 
n0 = 0, (4-^6) is a p-fold polyphase decomposition of F(z).
R em ark  4.1 Compare (4-%6) with (4-21),
So(z) =  Ro(z), Si(z) =  Rn.p-i^z), i =  1 ,2 , • • • ,p  -  1. (4.28)
Clearly, in (4-27) the polyphase components are ordered while in (4-26) they are not. 
Mathematically (4-26) and (4-27) are the same. But (4-26) certainly reflects the real 
world situation.
C orollary  4.1 Given coprime positive integers p and q with q > p > 1. I f  positive 
integers satisfy n. - p > i • q and (nt — 1 ) • p < i • q for i = 1 , 2 , • • • ,p — 1 , then 
0 < l(ni+i — ni)P ~  <l\<P f or every (i +  1) € [l,p  -  1].
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, (rai+I — nt)p — q ^  0. Based on the given conditions, 
(z +  1)^ < ni+1 • p < (i +  l)? +  p while - i - q  — p <  —ni • p < —i • q. Add them 
together,
0 < q ~ P  < (n i+1 - n f j p  < q + p. (4.29)
Therefore, 0 < |(n i+1 — n{)p — q\ < p. I
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Corollary 4.1 actually states that the finite sequence of rat- is monotonically in­
creasing with (4.29) as the proof. Finally, by applying the similar idea to the analysis 




m 0 =  0, rrifP — i • q < 0 and (m i +  1 )p — i • q > 0. (4.30)
Moreover, with Ei(z) defined in (4.22), a virtually same result as (4.23) given by 
[43] can be written as
A&z) = zmiAi{z), (4.31)
Ao(z) = E0(z), Ai(z) = Ei.q- m.p(z), i =  1,2, • ■ • ,p  — 1 (4.32)
Figure 4.14 can be redrawn as shown in Figure 4.18. The following corollary is 
similar to Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 so the proof is omitted.
Corollary 4.2 Given coprime positive integers p and q with q > p > 1 . I f  positive 
integers mi satisfy m i - p < i • q and (m i +  1 ) ■ p > i • q for i = 1 , 2 , - - •, p — 1 , then
1 <  — (mi •p - i - q ) <  p — 1. Moreover, m i • p — i • q m} • p — j  ■ q for all i ^  j  with
j  =  1 , 2 , • ■ -p — 1 .
Exam ple 4.2: Suppose that in Figure 4.14, the decimation ratio p/q = 4/7. 
The nonuniform channel can be converted into a uniform analysis bank with four 
channels. For i = 0,1,2,3, in order to satisfy (4.25) and (4.30) respectively,
n0 = 0, n1 — 2, n2 = 4 , n3 =  6 ; ntp — i ■ q = 0, 1, 2, 3,
m 0 =  0, m, =  1, m 2 = 3 , m z =  5; m tp — i • q = 0, —3, —2, —1.
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Figure 4.14: Kovacevic’s Transform 1 .
-  T q F(z) i p
■v- 1
Figure 4.15: Desired synthesis bank relating to Figure 4-14, S;(z) =  : ~niS{(z).
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1 p H(z) i n U F(z) i P
H[(z)
Figure 4.16: Desired uniform system, 5t-(z) =  z  n'Si(z).
$
-  u F(z) i P
Figure 4.17: Equivalent system to Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.18: Same analysis bank as in Figure 4.14, A'{(z) = z m‘Ai(z).
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For the analysis bank in Figure 4.14, applying (4.23), H'i(z) = zdiEti(z), which is 
given in [43],
H'0{z) =  Eto(z) =  E0(z),
H[(z) =  zE tl(z) =  zE3(z),
H2(z) =  z3Et2(z) =  z3E2(z),
H'z{z) =  z 5Et3(z) =  z 5E1(z).
Now apply (4.31) and (4.32) to Figure 4.18, by no surprise, the result is exactly the 
same. That is,
A^iz) =  z m°Ao(z) =  E0(z),
A'^z) =  zm^A1(z) =  zE3(z),
A'2(z) =  z m>A2(z) =  z3E2(z),
A!z(z) =  z m>A3(z) =  z3E ^ z).
On the other hand, for the synthesis bank in Figure 4.15, (4.23) does not work. 
However, applying (4.24) and (4.28),
S'(z) =  z - n°So{z) =  Ro{z),
£[(*) =  z - n'S 1(z) =  z~2R 1(z),
S2(z) =  z - n>S2(z) =  z~4R 2(z ),
S'3 ( z )  =  z ~ U3S 3 ( z ) =  z ~ 6 R 3 ( z ) .
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C h a p t e r  5 
D e s i g n  o f  2 -D  QMF B a n k s
5 .1  In t r o d u c t io n
Multidimensional (M-D) multirate techniques find applications in subband coding 
of images and video data [99, 98, 92, 90]. The design of 1-D perfect reconstruction 
filter banks employing linear phase has been well known. The design of 2-D multirate 
filter banks, which is extended from the 1 -D case, has been reported in [76]. While 
perfect reconstruction was preferred, it may result in trivial filter banks if each 
individual filter is restricted to be linear phase with small amplitude distortion. 
However QMF banks can be designed to achieve alias-free and linear phase with 
small amplitude distortion (AMD) via optimization. In this chapter, we adopt the 
Johnston’s method to design 2-D two-channel diamond-shaped linear phase filter 
banks extended from the 1-D case [2 , 25, 34]. The design criterion is of least-squaxe 
type with an error index which is a linear combination of the reconstruction error 
and the stop band error in quadratic norm [36]. In fact, the generalization from 1-D 
to 2-D is very challenging. First, the analytical expressions for both the stop band 
error and the reconstruction error are very difficult to obtain. The derivations axe 
very tedious and long. Second, there is no similar relation between the two analysis 
filters as in the 1-D case. Each filter has to be designed individually. Third, the 
iterative algorithm proposed in this chapter, though convergent, is different from 
the 1-D case. The properties for the 1-D iterative algorithm in [25] may not hold 
for the 2-D iterative algorithm. The main contribution of this chapter is the explicit
98






Figure 5.1: A 2-D two-channel multirate filter bank.
expression of the error index, and development of an iterative algorithm for the 
design of 2-D QMF bank.
5 .2  E r r o r  In d e x  F u n c t io n  a n d  2 -D  L in e a r  
P h a s e  F il t e r s
The 2-D two-channel multirate filter bank system is shown in Figure 5.1. The 
analysis filters H q ( z x , z 2 )  and H\(zx, z 2) axe the diamond-shaped lowpass and high- 
pass analysis filters, respectively, and Fo{zx, z 2) and Fx(zx, z 2) axe the synthesis fil­
ters. Similar to the 1-D case, the input/output relation in ^-transform for Figure 5.1 
is given by
X ( z x, z 2) =  ^  [H0(zt ,  z 2 ) F q ( z 1 ,  z 2 )  +  H x ( z x , z 2 ) F x ( z x ,  z 2 )] X ( z u z2) (5.1)
+  |  [H0( - z x, - z 2 ) F 0 ( z x ,  z 2 )  +  Hx(—zx, - z 2)Fx(zx, z 2) ] X { - z x, - z 2 ) .
The term involving X ( —z x, —z2) is called aliasing error which can be completely 
eliminated by choosing Fo(zx, z 2) =  2HX(—zx, —z 2), and Fx(zx, z2) =  —2Ho(—zx, —z2). 
Thus
X ( z x, z 2) =  T( zx, z2)X( z x, z2) (5.2)
=  [Eo(zx, z2)Hx{ - z x, - z 2) -  H0( - z x, - z 2)Hx(zx, z2)\ X ( z x, z 2).
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Perfect reconstruction will be achieved if the pure-delay condition is imposed such 
that
T( zi, z2) :=  H0(z1, z2)H i (—zi, - z2) -  H0( - z u - z2)Hi (z1, z2) =  z ^ z ^ 2. (5.3)
Otherwise, just like in the 1-D case optimization should be applied to minimize the 
amplitude distortion while keeping zero alias error and linear phase of the system. 
Note that linear phase is a more important issue in the 2-D case which has been 
widely discussed in the image processing area.
Throughout this chapter it is assumed that He(zi,z2) is FIR, linear phase, and 
admits quadrantally symmetric frequency response for both I  =  0 and I  =  1. Hence 
[12, 76]
JVi—1 N i —l
£  he(ku k2) e - ^ e ~ jk2^  (5.4)
*!=() *2 = 0
. —1 • —1 . Af/ff
=  e-J e- J e>^ -R t  (a^, u 2 ) (5.5)
for some integer Me where he(ki,k2) is the impulse response, and Re(uJi,w2) is a 
positive real function of and u?2. According to [76], the following choices
M0 — 0, Noi — 2noi +  1, No2 — 2rio2 +  1, (5.6)
Mi =  0, Nii  =  2nn +  1, A’i2 =  2ni2 +  1, (5-7)
are suitable with n,-* some integers such that n0i -1- no2 is odd (even) and rin -1- n 12 
even (odd). Let delay constants d\ =  «n  — n0i and d2 =  n\2 — n02. Define
i?(a;i,a;2) := i2o(u7i,u;2)i?i(u;i +  7r,o;2 +  7r) +  Ro(oji +  tt,uj2 +  7r)i?i(u;i,a;2). (5.8)
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Then in Figure 5.1 the transfer function between the input and the output can be 
rewritten as
T{eju,\ e iu*) = e~j{no1 +nu )uJl e~j{n°2 +Jl12 )u* R{ux , u;2).
Clearly, perfect reconstruction requires that i?(u;i,aj2) =  1 for all u>i and u>2. It can 
be shown that
|R(zu z2) -  1|2 =  IG^(z1- 1, z^1)G0(z1, z2) -  z f ' z ? I2 (5.9)
where Go(zx, z2) and Gi(zi,z2) are defined as
G o ( z i , z 2 )  =
In this chapter, filters Ho(zi, z2) and H\(z\,z2) will be designed to minimize the 
error index function
H o(-zu -zz )
,  G x { z x , z 2 )  =
H i ( z i , z 2 )
(5.10)
H q ( z i , z 2 ) _ — JT i(-z i,-z 2) _
E  = (1 — a)Er + aEa, 0 < a  <  1, (5.11)
where ET is the reconstruction error defined by
1 rEr = -=r r  r  IT{eiw\ e iw*) -  e-jd^ e ~ jd^ \ 2du^duj2, (5.12)
7T JO JO
Es is the stop band energy defined by
E„ = —  [  f  B$)(u)i,u2)du)2duji + —  [  f  R2(uii,uj2)duj2dLJi, (5.13)
7T J S  J'ir—<jj\ + 5  7T JO JO
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due to the diamond shape of the lowpass filter, with <5 the frequency of the stop 
band edge. The minimization of E  is well understood for the 1-D case where explicit 
formula for the expression of E  in terms of impulse response of Hi(z)  are available. 
However, its generalization to the 2-D case is much harder due to the evaluation of 
the stop band error and the reconstruction error.
5 .3  C o m p u t a t io n  o f  t h e  S t o p  B a n d  E r r o r  Es
This section focuses on the stop band error Es. The amplitude response of the 
analysis filter Ho(zi,z2) is now written as
JV ,- 1  N o —1
Ro(<jJi , lo2) = Y2 y i  q(fe1 ,fe2 )cos(fe1a;1 )cos(/:2u;2).
*1 = 0  fc2 = 0
(5.14)
The relation between a(ki, k2) and /io(&i, &2) is given by
rr\ n\ 1. , * o i  — 1 A02 — 1xa(0 , 0 ) =  h0(---   , -----  ),
ft\ 1 \ o t  /A oi — 1 IV02 — 1 , \ 1 o n  N 0 2  ~  1a(0,k2) = 2h0{---   , ---------   fc2), fe = l , 2 , - - - , --  ,
n\ _ (it ,-Woi -  1 A02 — 1N , ., 0 Noi ~ 1a(fci,0 ) — 2k0(  ̂ 2  )’ 1 — ***, ^ ?
/ ;  7 \ a l  /Noi — 1 7 IV02 — 1 7  ̂ 7 , Noi — 1 . ,a(fci,fc2) =  4hQ{   k\ , --------   k2), *, =  ! , • • • ,   , i = l , 2 .
Let A  be the coefficient matrix of R o(oji, cj2) defined by
A  =
a(0,0) 





o ( ^ = i , 0 ) a ( ^ = 1 , 1 ) ••• a ( ^ = i , ^ |= l )
(5.15)
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By abuse of notation, denote #o as the impulse response matrix corresponding to 




^o(0 , 1 )
M i , i )
^0(0 , # 0 2  — 1 )
Ao(l,iVo2 — 1 )
ho(N(n — 1,0) ho(Noi — 1,1) • • • ho(Noi — 1, No2 — 1) 
fii
L 4T^4
a [ n2 o 3 ] = r aA S a (5.16)
f l l  —




, n 2  = O 1 X 7102 2
1




, 0 ,  £ O^jxl -frioi j ■
Note that matrix I a is defined in Chapter 2. Rewrite the amplitude response of the 
analysis filter # 0 (2 1 , 2 2 ) as
c(wi,w2) =
cf (u}1)Ac2(ol>2) = aTc(u> l,U?2),
 ̂ 1 coscJk ••• cosnok^k j 7  ̂=  1»2,
1 • c2 (u;2 ) 
cos(u;i) • c 2 (uj2 )
c o s ( ^ - 1 u;1) • c2 (o;2 ) 
a = [ A i<m A 2ym • • • At>, • • •
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with A,-,* the zth row of matrix A. Similarly, R\{uji,U2) has exactly the same form 
as i2o(a>i,aj2) has except for a different size. To distinguish with vector a, we use b to 
associate with R i (u>i, 0 :2 ), and the corresponding B  matrix has a size of x N±2̂ 1. 
Thus regarding the stop band error in (5.13), Es = ESl +  E32 with
E* = —  r  T  \ H o ( ^ \ e ^ ) \ 2 <hj2dux
7T2 Js Jtz- w-l+S
J /*JT rff
— “ r /  I R^(uJi,ui2) du2<kji
■Kz Js A-WJ+5
=  —r f  f  (aTc(u1,U2 )){aTc{<jo1,u 2))T
7T »/£ J  7T—U/i + 5
=  aT ( —~ f  f  c(<jJi ,W2)ct Cuii, u}2) doj2du}i\a =  aT$ ^ a ,  (5.17)\7T jit—u>i+5 /
1 ATT—5 [TT—UJ\ —5
—  /  ^ ( e ^ e ^ p d c ^ x7T* . /0  «/0
J  /*7T—5 /*7T—a»l —5
-  —  /  i?i(u;i,u>2) <kj2dwx
I t*  J o  J o
2 rTT—S MT-Wl —S
= ~2 /  (& c(^ i> ̂ 2 ) ) ( 6  0(0 ;!, u>2) )r  duj2d^i
7T* JO JO
= (^~2 JQ f Q c(uji,uj2)ct (uji,uj2) du>2<EJij b =  (5.18)
To evaluate matrix we partition it into x block matrix with each
one square of size x . Similarly, to evaluate we partition it into
Nll2+1 x block matrix with each one square of size x Ari|~t~1. Therefore,
for k — 0 , 1 , matrices and have the form
$ ( fc) =
$ 1,1 $ 1,2
$ 2,1 $ 2,2
Nfcl±l A» 2
ii:
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Computation of
It is not difficult to see that
m ) =  “T  L /  c o s  (C* ~  i V i )  cos((k -  1 )u>2 )TT* JS Jv—LUi+S
cos ((Z — l)tJi) cos((m — l)u;2 ) du>2 dui
for i, / =  1, 2, • • •, JV|1%±1' and Ar, to =  1, 2, • • - , JV° | + 1 . Denote
C tQ l —  Z - I  — 2, G0 2  — i — Z, <*03 — A -f 771 — 2, <204 — A — 771,
C O N  STi = {tt- 6 )  sin(a03(x +  6 )),
C O N ST 2  = ( v - 6 )  sin(ao4 (7r +  5)),
2/i =
C O N S T i ,  aoi — <*03
cos(api 6+gQ3 ~) —cos(api ~4~“03t5) _ / n
“0 1 —“ 03 ' 01 7 - 03
2/2 =
c o s ( a o i 7 r  —  < *03 ^ )  —  c o s ( a o i ^  —  o .q^ k  )
<*01 +  <*03
2/3 =
C O N STu
cos(ao2̂ +OQ3ff)—cos(ao2X+ao35)
“ 0 2 — “ 03
a02 — <*03 
<*02 7  ̂<*03
2/4 =
C O N S ^ ,
cos( ap2 7T—ap3 g)—cos( ap2 5—003 x) 
“0 2 + “ 03 ’
<*02 =  —<*03 
<*02 7  ̂—<*03
Xl =
CONST2, <*01 — <*04
cos(“01S+Q04 *•)—cos(api J+ao< <5) ^
“ 0 1 — “ 04




co s(ao i it —ap4  f )—cos(o q i 5—a p * * )
“ 0 1 + “ 04
Goi =  —G&4 
OqI ^  004
X3  =
CONST2,
c o s (  a p 2  S + 0 0 4  x ) — c o s (  0 0 2  x + a o 4  6 ) 
“ 0 2 —004  ’
G02 =  004 
G(}2 7  ̂ 0̂4
2:4 =  <
CONST2,
c o s (a o 2 7 r—ao4<5)—c o s ( a o 2 5 —a o 4  7r) 
“ 0 2 + “ 04 1
G02 =  —a 04 
flQ2 7^ —«04
.  COS Gq j2T COS COS Go2 ^  COS flQ2^
A ia =  -----------5-------------1"
aoi a 02
A 16 =  (x — 8) \  Aic = cos aox71- — cos aox  ̂ (tt — S)+
*ox
a 2/i +  2/2 +  2/3 + S/4 A c o s  00 3 ^ — c o s  a 03 ^  A 2/i +  2/2 +  2t/3
^11 =  --------«------------ 7 ^12 =   j-----------’ ^13 =
A oi =
2ao3
Xi + x2 + x3 + x4
a,03
2 a04
.  COS a 04<5 COS Gq4 ”  .
, A 22 =  2 --------------------“ 2-------------------, A  23 =
2ao3 
x i +  x 2  +  2 x3
a,04 2 a<04
Then for i , l  = 1,2, • • •, (Noi +  l)/2  and the elements of are given by:
X A2„.2^1a,
4^(A1“ — All)’
i? (A n  +  a 21),
k =  m  =  1 , 
k =  m >  2 , 
k ^  m,
(5.19)
4^ ( A l 6 -  A 12), 
^3 -(A i2  +  A 22),
k = m = 1 , 
k = m > 2, 
k ^  m,
(5.20)
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Computation of
2 -2  A ic,
4^ (^ lc  ~  A 1 3), 
5^-(Ai3 +  A 23),
k = m =  1 , 
k = m > 2, 
k m.
(5.21)
Similax to $ (0), for i, I =  1 ,2, • • •, N l^± 1  and k, m = 1,2, • • •, N l | + 1 , we have
[  [  cos((i — l)a^)cos((fc —1 )^ 2 )
7T J O  J O
cos ((/ — l)a;i) cos((m — l)a>2) duj2doJ 1
CONSTz = ( i r - 6 )  sin(ao3 (7r -  6)),
CONST 4 = (7r - S )  sm(aM(ir -  6)),
W\ =  <
CONSTz, aoi = ao3
c o s (a o 3 ( n - - S ) ) - c o s ( o 0 i ( x - S ) )  _ _ l  _
aoi -aoT ’ G01 ^  0 0 3
cos(a0i(7r — £)) — cos(ao3(T — £)) 
CLqi + Oq3
CONSTz,
W 4  =  <
rx =




“ 0 2 + 0 0 3  ’
c o n s t 4,
cos(oq4 (x—g))—cos(oqi (x-g)) 
0 0 1  —004 ’
Oo2 =  a 03 
0 0 2  7  ̂003
O02 =  — 003 
0 0 2  7  ̂~  O03
a01 = a04 
OOl ^  <̂04
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r2 =
c o n s t 4,
cos(ttoi (x—f ))—cos(ao4 (a-—5)) 
“ 0 1 + 0 0 4  ’
“oi =  _ ao4
a o i  7^ — <*04
?*3 =
CONST4,
C Q S(0 0 4  ( i r —6 )  )  —COS( ttQ2 (  J —£ ) )  
“ 0 2 —0 0 4
002 — “ 04 
“ 02 ^  “ 04
r 4 =
c o n s t 4,
cos(oo2 (?r—5))—cos(0 0 4(71-—£)) 
002+004 ’
002 =  —“ 04 
“ 02 7^ “ 04
1 — cos aoiC71" — 6 ) 1 — cosao2 (’r — &)
1  l a  =  ------------------------5---------------------------H
<*oi a 02
r16 = (tt -  )̂2, rlc = 1 — cos a0i(ir — 6) (t  — S)
aoi
+
w1 + w2 + w 3 + w4 1 -  cos a0 3 (7r -  S)
111 — ----------------^----------------------- , 1  12 =  4 -------------------5------------------ , I  13 =
2  ’
w-i +  w2 + 2  w3
r 2i =
2<l03
r\ + r2 + r 3  +  r4
n 2“ 03
r  1 -  cos ao4 (7r -  6)
, I 2 2  — £ ---------------- ~2-------------------, 1 23 =
2ao3 
r i + r 2 + 2  r 3
20()4 “ 04 2(2(14
Then for i , l  = 1 ,2, • • •, (iVu  +  l)/2  and i ^  I, the elements of are given by:
*£?( k , m)  =
2^ r ia,
4 ^ ( r i a  +  T n ) ,
xp- (rn + r2i),
k = m  =  1 , 
k = m >2, 
k 7  ̂m,
(5.22)
^ i,i(^ ’m ) — i 4^5"(ri6 + r  12)7  
^ ( r u  + rzz),
2tt2 k = m  =  1 , 
fc =  m >  2, 
k 7  ̂ to,
(5.23)
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[ ^ r lc, k = m = 1 ,
4^ ( r i c +  r 13), k = m >  2 , (5.24)
4^ ( r x3 +  r 23), k ^  m.
5 .4  C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  t h e  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  
E r r o r  Er
The computation of the reconstruction error Er is much more involved, we adopt 
an approach based on the realization method as well as the Lyapunov equation in 
linear system theory. Let
Loi = Noi — 1 = 2ra0i, Lq2 = Nq2 — 1 = 2no2,
Ln — Nu — 1 = 2nXi, L12 — N12 — 1 = 2nX2.
Let 12 2 1 =  1 be a parameter. Denote the transfer functions of both the lowpass filter 
and the highpass filter as
Lqi Lo2
H0{Z!, z2) =  H0[z2}(zi) =  h o A ^ K \  hoAz2] =  M*\ k)z2 ki (5-25)
«'=0 fc=0
Ri(^i, Z 2 )  =  # i|> 2](zi) =  hiA zAzi \  h\Az2] =  hAh k)z2k. (5.26)
*=0 k=0
Then simple realizations can be defined for
Go(Zi ,Z2) = <?„N(*i),
G l { z i , Z 2) =  Gi \ zA{Zl ) ,
where Go and Gi are as in (5.10). Indeed, define
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At —
0 0 ••• 0 1
1 0 ••• 0 0
: :
, B t =
*
0 ••• 1 0 0
Lt 1 xLti L J
, * =  0, 1, (5.27)
Lti xl
Cq[z2] —
—ho,i (—z 2) h 0 t2 ( —z 2) ••• (—l ) kh,0 ' k(—z 2) ••• Ao,Loj(—-2)
ho,\(z2) *0,2(22) ••• ho,k(z2) ••• *0X01(22)
*1,1(22) *1,2(22) ••• h u f a )  ••• *1X11(22)
* l , l (—22) —^l,2(—22) ••• ( —1)*+1/&!,*(—z 2) ••• —Al,Lu(—22)
ho,o{-z2) h0,o(z2) , -£>l[22] =  [ *1,0(22) -* i ,o ( -2 2) ] -
Ci [2 2 ] —
D 0[z2) =
As £ 0 1  =  2«oi and £ n  =  2nn, we have
C o  [ 2 2 ]  ( 2 1 )  =  Do [ 2 2 ]  +  C o  [2 2 ]  ( 2 1 /  —  A0) x 5 o ,
C i  [ 2 2 ]  ( 2 1 )  =  D\  [ z 2 ] +  C i [ 2 2 ] ( 2 i /  —  A i ) - 1 5 i .
Obviously,
c ^ r K z r 1) =  + b ?(z? i  -  A i r ' c f t e 1}.
The perfect reconstruction condition is equivalent to that
Cf[22 1](2f1)G0[22](2:i) = /[22](2X) 
with I (z i ,z2) = z*1 Z22. Define
= 2xJ |=i IG^ 1](2i~1)G°[Z2](;2:i) “  7N (2 i) |2dzi.
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It follows that the reconstruction error can be computed by solving two integrals 
one by one such as
Er =
-  < 5 ' 2 8 >
Hence our first task is the computation of E}(z2) with z2 as a  parameter on the 
unit circle. Computation of the reconstruction error Er can then be carried out 
subsequently. For ease of notation, note that ho^(z2) and hi^(z2) as in (5.25) and 
(5.26) can be written as
L02 L02
ho,i(z 2) = £  <̂ i,kz2 \  ho,i(—z 2) = £ (- l) fcaiJfc*2 *, (5-29)
k—0 k=0
hi,^ 2) =  £  Pi,kz;h, hu { - z 2) =  £ ( - l ) fc&,fc2 2- fc (5.30)
fc=0 fc=0
where
Otitic — ^0(^ 5 ^): fiijs — h\(i, fc). (5.31)
Applying Paxseval’s Theorem to E*(z2) with z2 as a parameter on the unit circle 
yields
t»01
El{z2) = \udl{z2) -  z%\2 + £  |ut-(2 2 ) | 2 (5.32)
i=-Lu,ij:di
where U{(z2) for both positive and negative i are given in the following as
min{Loi—* >£1 1 }
ui(z2) = £  ( - l ) i+‘ {Uia(z2) ~  Uib(z2)} , (5.33)
1=0
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( £02 \  /Ll2 \
J 2 { - l ) kai+i,kZ2k j $3 P‘*Z2 J i
k= 0  )  \ k =0 /
(
L12 \  (  Lq2 \
E (- i)* A * * » I  l E ^ + W ' ) ,
% — 0,1, * ■ *, Zoi,
nun{Loi »£»i i —t}
«-i(^2 ) =  ( - i y +,_1 {u-ia(z2) - U - ib(z2)}, (5.34)
1=0
( Z>12 \  /  £*>2 \




i = 0,1, - ■ ■ ,L u .
The derivation of the above expressions is shown later. Note that for i > 0, Ui(z2) 
and — u-i(z2 X) have close resemblence in that the positions of a  and /? axe exchanged 
with necessary modification of the upper limit in summation. Hence, in order to 
obtain closed expression of the reconstruction error, we need to evaluate only
1 f  1 f
2k 7 Jo lu*^2)|2 dz2' 31141 2^T Jo lUdi(Z2) ~  22 I2 * -  °-
Denote the following matrices as
k =0
0 l ,k






Q\ (z 2) =  53
k= 0
( - l )* +‘a i+.\fc
z 2 fc. Q i(z i ) =
. o 2 , - , ( « ) .
. (5.36)
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We now focus on how to compute the contour integral of \vi{z2)\2 for i > 0 as 
efficiently as possible. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that Lqi < I n ,  and 
thus min{L0i — i, Ln } =  Lqi — i whenever i > 0. With the above notations, there 
holds
Loi—i
Ui(Z2) =  H  [Pi iz2 1)]TW  (*2) =  P?(Z2 l )Qi(z2).
1=0
The realization method and the Lyapunov equations are again used to compute the 
square-integral of \ui(z2 )\. For this purpose we write Pi(z2) and Qi(z2) using state 
space realization as
Pi{z2) =  Dpi +  Cpi(z2I  — Ap) 1Bp, Qi(z2) = Dqi +  Cqt (Z21 — Aq)~1Bq,
where A p, Aq, and Bp,Bg have the same form as in (5.27) except for the different 
size, and
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Let Yi  be the solution to the following Lyapunov equation with its notation defined 
in the previous equations.
Loi—i
Yi -  A fY ,A , -  Cj.Cqi -  ■£ [C<'>]TC<'>. (5.40)
1=0
Then applying Parseval’s Theorem yields (see Section 5.6 for the proof)
2 ^ 7 £ | = i <fel =  (Dk C« +  Bl Y‘A M DZ C« +  B Tr YiA,)T (5.41) 
+  ((% D„  +  A f Y i B ^ C l D , ,  + A$Y,B,) + (Z£.D„ +  B * Y iB ,f  
=  || D lC „  +  B * Y iA ,f  +  IICjjD. +  A $ Y iB ,tf  +  \I% D K +  B Tr YiB,\K
Through the detailed lengthy and tedious calculation which is shown in Section 5.6, 
for i > 0, we obtain
\D lD n + B*YiB , |2 
\\D lC K + B *YiA ,\\
\ K D «  + A $ Y iB ,r
where first,
xS  = (5V.,t ")t xiTi, xf -  SiXjEl. xi? = S u b l e t
Second, the index k either equals to s or equals to t. And x i  and \ 2  are defined 
later in (5.59) and (5.60) respectively. Third, A  is the coefficient matrix of Ho(zi, z2) 
defined in Section 5.3, while B  is the corresponding coefficient matrix of B i ( z 1 , z 2 ) .
=  [ ( - ! ) ’ - l ]  { t r [x£\ b X{r A t \ Y  , (5.42)
=  E [ ( - l ) i+* - l ] > [ x & B x g V ] } \  (5.43)
-  E l f - l J ' - t - D f  { t r f x a S x i l ’A3-]}2 , (5.44)
5=1
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On the other hand, the expressions for the case of negative i are accordingly obatined 
as
\D lD „ + B ^Y,B ,\2 =  [ l - ( - l ) f  {tr[xg.B xk0)AT]}2, (5.45)
\\DTn C„ +  B jY ^ W  =  S [ ( - l ) * - ( - l ) f { t r [ x £ l B x S !‘)A’']}2, (5.46)
t =1
\\C*DV +  A ^ Y iB X  =  l 5 [ l - ( - l ) i+' ] 2{t1:[xlilB x g ,AT]}2, (5.47)
5 = 1
where Xl-  = 1T&. The reconstruction error can now be computed by
summation of (5.42)-(5.44), and (5.45)-(5.47) for different index i.
5 .5  A n  I t e r a t i v e  A l g o r it h m  a n d  I t s  
C o n v e r g e n c e  A n a l y s is
Summarizing the expressions obtained in the previous two sections, we conclude 
that
E  =  (1 — a)E r + aEs — Eq{A, A, B, B ) +  Ei(A , B ) +  Ec, (5.48)
where E q is a quadratic function of both A and B , Ei a linear function of A and B, 
and Ec a constant. Explicit forms of Eq,Ei, and Ec can be easily obtained by using 
the expressions derived in the previous two sections. Moreover, the error function 
E  is also a function of aT and bT, the stacked row vectors of A and B  respectively. 
Therefore, (5.48) can be written as
E(a, b) =  <zr $6a — 2ar \I>& + n  = bT$ ab — 2bT'9a + r0, (5.49)
where matrices $&, <3>a are quadratic functions of vectors b, a, and matrices Vfrj,, 
axe linear functions of b and a, respectively. The constant scalar term rj, involves only
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b, and ra only a. Hence given a (equivalently A), the optimal solution b (equivalently 
B) can be easily computed, and vice versa. This observation motivates the following 
iterative algorithm:
Ite ra tiv e  Design A lgorithm :
•  Step 1: Given initial data b, do the following:
•  Step 2: Compute the optimal solution of E(a, b) with b fixed which is given 
by a =
•  Step 3: For the solution a obtained in Step 2, compute optimal solution of 
E(a, b) with a fixed which is given by b =
•  Step 4: If ||F(a, 6)|| <  e, then STOP. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
E nd .
T heorem  5.1 Consider the design problem for 2-D QMF banks in Section 5.2. The 
proposed iterative design algorithm for minization of the error criterion in (5.11) is 
convergent, and it converges to the local optimal solution of the 2-D analysis and 
synthesis filters as shovm in Figure 5.1.
Proof: Let b0 be the initial data of b. The iterative algorithm generates a sequence 
of ak and bk for A: =  1,2,---, which axe ordered according to the computation steps. 
By the property of the minimization in Step 2 and Step 3, there holds
E(ak+i, bk+i) < E(ak+i, bk) < E{ak, &*)<•••<  F(ai, bi). (5.50)
Thus the error sequence E(ak, bk) decreases monotonically. Since E(a, b) > 0 by 
the positivity of the squared-integral error, the error sequence E{a\t, bk) admits a
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unique limit E«. Now the question is whether a* and bk converge. Suppose that 
E(ak+i,bk+i) =  E(ak,bk) for some k. If E{ak+1,bk) admits an optimal solution, 
then according to (5.50), E(ak+i,bk) =  E(ak,bk) implies that ak+i — ak as bk is 
fixed. Similarly, E(ak+i, bk+i) = E(ak+1,bk) implies that bk+1 = bk as ak + 1 = ak 
being fixed. Therefore, as E(ak,bk) converges to the limit 2?„, ak and bk converge to 
a , and respectively. On the other hand, suppose that E(ak+i,bk+i) < E(ak,bk) 
for all k. Since Em exists, there exist some a,i and 6,i such that E m — E(a.i, K i). 
Through iteration, there is am2 which minimizes E(a,bmi) with b,i fixed. Then we 
have Em = E(a*i, b.i) = E(am2, Ki) which means a«i = a,2. By similar arguments, 
there exists bm2 such that 6»i =  bm2. This concludes the convergence of the iterative 
algorithm. Since E(a,b) may admit more than one minimum solution, the limit is
a local minimum. But each iteration process admits only one limit. ■
5 .6  C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  I n t e g r a l  E r r o r
This section gives more detailed derivation to compute the integral error us­
ing Lyapunov method. Specifically the quantity to be computed has the form 
Jk =  2j7 ijz|=i \&i(z~1)Go(z)\t dz, ^ =  1>2, with both G0(z) and G \(z) causal 
and stable. Let (Ao, So, Co, Dq) and (A x,B i,C \,D i) be the realizations of Go(z) 
and Gi(z) respectively. Then the Lyapunov equation X  — A fX A o  = C(*Cq has a 
unique solution X  which is positive definite where superscript H  denotes conjugate 
transpose. This leads to the expansion [25]:
<%{z?)Go{zi) = (D? + B ? (z -1I - A * r]-1C?)(Do + C o (z I -A o ) -1Bo)
= D ?D 0 + B?XBo + (D?Co +  B ? X A 0)(zI -  A 0) -xBo 
+ B ?(z-xI  -  A fy 'iC f i z - ^ D o  + A?XBo).
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For i  =  1, the integral error has an expression of J\ =  Do +  XBo- For I  =  2, 
the expression of integral error J2 is more complicated. However if both G q( z ) and 
G\{z) axe FIR, then Parseval’s Theorem can be applied to compute 72-
Proof of (5.32) -  (5.34):
The realization of Go and G\ are now functions of z2 on the unit circle. The 
Lyapunov equation
X  -  A * X A q =  C? Co
again has a unique solution X 2(z2) that is positive definite for all z2 on the unit 
circle. The simple realizations of Go[z2](zi) and G \[2 2 ] (^l) imply that [37]
z-1
Denote u0(z2) = D ^(z21)D0(z2) -f B f  X (z2)BQ, and
[ u1(z2) u2(z2) ••• ] =  D j (z2 1)C0(z2) +  B ^ X ( z2)A0,
u - i ( z 2) u - 2(z2) ■■■ u - L i i ( z 2) ] =  (G I ( z2 1)D 0(z2) +  A * X ( z2)B0)t .
Then there holds
L01 Lu
(^[^2 X]{^)Go[z^{zx) — I[z^(zx) =  u o i z ^ + ^ U i ^ z ^ ' + Y ^ u - i i z ^ z - 1 - I ( z 2)z*'.
t'=l t=l
Applying Parseval’s Theorem to E}(z2) with z2 as a parameter on the unit circle 
yields
L01
E}{z2) =  \udl(z2) -  z%2]2 +  ^2 Wi{z2)\2 (5.51)
i=-Ln,i£di
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which is shown in (5.32). Denote h0j(—z2) =  5 oj(22) for j  =  0,1, - • •, Z,0 i, and 
denote hu(—Z2) = 9 u(z2) for i = 0,1, • • •, Z-n- Since Ln axe even (as Nn axe odd) 
for i = 0 , 1 ,
C q { z ,i )  —
-50,l(22)
h0ji(z2)
( - l ) J5o,i(22) 
^ 0  ,i(2 2)
5o,z,0i (2 2 ) 
••• h O, L 0 1 { z 2 )
Cx{z2) =
^1 ,1 (2 2 ) ••• hi,i(z2) ••• hltLu (z2)
5 1 ,1 (2 2 ) • • • (-1 ) ‘_151,.(22) 5l,ill (2 2 )
D o { z 2 ) =
5 0 ,0 (2 2 )
h0,o(z2)
,  D 1 ( z 2 )  =
h\,o(z2)
. - 5 1 ,0 (2 2 )
•
Denote X { j ( z 2 )  as the z-jthe element of X (z2). It can be clearly verified through 
direct computation [2 2 ] that
*i,L0 1  =  50,1,01 ( 2 2 ) ^ 1 ,i(z2) + ( - 1 ) ‘- 1 5 i ,« (2 2 ) ^ o , l 01(2 2 ) ,  for 1 <  z <  Z,n,(5.52)
xLluj =  ( - l ) ;5 o,i(2 2 )^i>Lli (2 2 ) -  5 i,i„ (z2)h0j(z2), for 1 <  j  <  Ioi,(5.53)
where k(z2) = h(2J 1) and g{z2) = g(2 J 1) by |z2 | =  1- Moreover,
H j  =  Xf+ij+i +  (-1 )J go,j(z2)hi,i(z2) +  ( - l ) ‘ 5ri,,(22 )fe0 ,i(22) (5.54)
min(Loi-i,i,n-«)
=  ^ 2  { ( —l-Y+k 9o,j+k{z2)h\,i+k{z2) +  (—i y ~ 1+kgiti+k{z2 )h0j +k(z2)}.
fc=0
Without loss of generality, assume that Lu > Z-oi, then in particular,
■£,01 —j
=  5Z  { ( - l Y +k9 o,j+k{z2 )hi,1+k{z2) +  ( - l ) kglA+k(z2)h0,j+k{z2)} ,  
fc= 0
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min(Loi —1,-Ln —*)
®*\1 =  { (  — l ) 1+fc5 0 ,l+ * ( '22 )^ l,i+ A :(2 2 ) +  ( — 1)t~1Jrk9\,i+k{z 2)hoti+k{z2)}.
k=0
Therefore, we obtain the following expressions:
D i ( z 2 1)Dq(z2) =  go,o(z2 )hlfi(z2) -  gi,o(z2)ho,o(z2 ),
Loi
B ? X { z2)B0 =  a?i,i (z2) =  ^ { ( - l ) W ( 22 )h i,/(2 2) +  ( - l ) /-1£i,z(z2)ho,z(-z2)} ,
1= 1
Lai
E>1 (z2 1)Do(z2) +  B * X ( z2)B0 =  ^ { ( - l y g o A ^ h u f a )  +  { - l ) l~x9 i,i{z2)h0,i{z2)}.
1=0
Loi
£>1 (z2 1)C'o(2 2) =  £ • • • ( - l ) J3'0,j(-Z2)^l,o(22) -  9 i,o(z2 )ho,j(z2) -
B ? X ( z2)Ao =  [  Xi,2(22) x 1i3(22) X i^01(22) o j ,
Loi —j
Xi, j+i(z2) =  J 2  { { ~ l Y +l9 o,j+i{z2 )hu (z2) +  ( - l ) ‘- 1gu (z2)h0j +i(z2)} .  
1 = 1
(z2 1)C0(z2) +  B ? X ( z2)A0
-  [ • • •  Y ^o~ 3{ { - ^ y +l9o,j+i{z2)hu{z2) + { -^ ) l~l9u{z2)ho,j+i{z2)} - - - ]  •
[C^{z2 X)Do{z2) Y  — [ • • •  go,o{z 2 ) hi,i(z2) +  ( — 1)* 1̂ l,i(«2 )^0 ,o(^2 ) " ’ I ’L JLii
( A ^ X ( z2)B 0)T =  [  x 2, i ( 2 2) x 3>1( z 2) • • •  X i n , i ( 2 2) o ]  ,
nun(Loi.£ii—*)
=  J 2  ( - l ) l9oAz 2)hi,i+i(z2) +  ( - l y + ^ g u + i i ^ h o , ^ ) -  
1 = 1
[C?{z2 X)D o{z2) +  A t1X { z2)B o]t
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Substitute (5.29)-(5.31) into the above equations, the expressions in equations (5.33) 
and (5.34) are obtained. I
Proof of (5.42) -  (5.47):
Denote y s ,t as the s-tth elements of Yi that solves (5.40). Then again by [22],
Loi—i
VLl2<t = E  ( - 1 /  [ ( - l ) f+* -  l] @l,Li2 &l+i,t, 1 < t<  Lo2, (5.55)
/=0
Loi
= E  ( - 1)' [ ( - 1)1' -  ( - 1)5] 1 <  * < Lu, (5.56)
1=0
and generally, for 1 < s < L\2 — 1, 1 <  t < L02 — 1,
Vs,t — V s+ i,t+ i +  E  ( ~ ^ ) 1 [(“ l)*+t — (—1)*] Pi,s<*i+i,t
1=0
min(Lo2—t ,L n —a) L o i- i




Dl D,. = E  (-1 ) ' [ M ) ‘ -  l] A.o<*«.o,
1=0
L02 L o i—t
B lY iB „ =  yiyi = E  E  (-1 ) '+”  [(-1)‘ -  l]
771=1 1=0
Adding together yields
L02 ■£'01-* - .
D lD „  + B jY iB , = Y .  E  (-1)**”  [(-1)‘ -  l]
m=0 /=0
= [(-1 )‘ -  l] tr  [xiftX 7(5k, Ho)T] (5.58)
where xi and X2 are defined respectively as
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Xi — diag [(—1)°, (—l)1, • ••, (—l)Ww]  ̂ INal O/voj.Wu-iVo, j , (5.59)
£  = d ia g [ (- lf,  ( -1 ) ',  • • ■, ( -1 )" ” ] [ ] • (5.60)
Similarly
01 \ r i
D lC ,. =  —  E L V i( - l ) ' [ ( - l ) '+* -l]A ,o a 1+i.1 ••• I ,
/=o 02
BpYiAq =  [ y\,2 2/ 1,3 2/1,1.02 o ] ’
Loi—tLoi—i
yi,t+l = £  E  ("l) '+m [(-l)‘+t -  l] A.mOl+i.t+m, t = l,2 ,.--,£o2 - l .
m = l  Z=0
Adding together for t =  1,2, • • •, L02 gives,
D lC g. + B?Y.A , = [ . . .  [ ( - l ) i+t -  l]ft.ma ,+„,+m • • • ]
=  [ " •  K -l) i+‘ -l] tr[x .if .X 2 S S ,„ fl? (S k .)T] •• • ] * (5.61)
Direct calculation also gives
L oi
(C lD qif  =  ( E ( C f f l T^ ,)r  
z=o
=  [•••  E ^ 'C - i y  [(-I)* '-  ( - I ) 5]
( A pY iB q)T =  [  y 2fl y 3>1 - - - yLl2tl o  ]  ,
£ .1 2
mm(£o2.£<i2-» )  £.01— *
J/,+1,1 = E E (-1),+"‘ [(-!)' -  (-1)']
m = l  Z=0
for s = 1,2, - • •, L12 -  1. Adding together yields
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{ C l D qi 4- AlY{Bqf
=  [ • • •  S S S Io,,l” '* ) E f e - '( - i ) 'M ,[ ( - i) i - ( - i)1 A ^ + -< « w -. • • • ]
=  [ • • •  - ( - ! ) • ] tr  [x.if.(SS,„)TXJ(S k ,«o)T] (5-62)
Therefore, we obtain
\D*D„ +  =  [ ( - l ) i - l ] J { t r [ x ,f tx 2(S,» »% )r ]}2,
t=l
\\ClD„ + A^YiB , |p  =  E  [(-1 )‘ ~  ( - l ) f  {tr •ffo)Tl I ' .
s= 1
which can be written equivalently into (5.42)-(5.44). If the index i is negative, then 
we have
= [ i - ( - i ) f { t r [ x . s ’Wll.ff1x2a<r]}\
\\DlC„ + B jY iA ^  = E [ ( - l ) ’ - ( - l ) f  { tr[x 15A,,JB Ix 25 j,„B 0T]}2,
t= 1
\\ClD„ + A lY iB tf  -  E [ 1 - ( - 1)i+’]! {‘r [x.5ir„if.(S?,1!)TX2iff]}S,
S= 1
which can be written equivalently into (5.45)-(5.47). ■
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C h a p t e r  6
C o n c l u s io n s
The design issue of multirate filter banks has been discussed by adopting a system 
approach. Two iterative algorithms proposed in [2, 34] for the design of QMF banks 
were examined in Chapter 2. An explicit expression for the error function was 
derived by using the Lyapunov stability theory. Two new iterative algorithms were 
developed and their complete convergence results were obtained. Compared with 
those algorithms in [2, 34], the new algorithms axe applicable to a more general 
nonlinear optimization problem.
The design methods of maximally decimated (or critically sampled) filter banks 
were developed in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Nonuniform filter banks were 
considered to be converted into uniform ones. Formulars missing in the literature 
are given. Frequency domain techniques such as Ti? and 'H00 optimization were used 
to the corresponding design issue. Efficient algorithms were derived using state- 
space tools that can be implemented with MATLAB. The advantage of those design 
methods lies in two aspects. First, one can design the analysis filters with regard to 
the coding requirement of the input signal, and then design the synthesis filters to 
minimize the reconstruction error for which aliasing error is completely eliminated. 
That is, one does not have to design all analysis and synthesis filters simultaneously. 
Second, the proposed design technique uses many well known results, such as optimal 
Hankel approximation, discrete Lyapunov equation and Riccati equation, minimal 
realization, and model reduction, from control field that greatly reduces the design 
difficulty. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, the conversion from nonuniform systems
124
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into uniform ones were studied so that the proposed design method also applies 
to nonuniform filter banks provided that structural dependency does not exist.
The design of two-channel 2-D QMF banks was presented in Chapter 5. This is 
an extension of the work in Chapter 2. That is, the design criterion is again of least- 
squaxe type with an error index which is a linear combination of the reconstruction 
error and the stop band error in quadratic norm. The results included derivations for 
an explicit expression of the error index to be minimized, and a convergent iterative 
algorithm to obtain the minimal solution. A distinguished feature in derivation of 
the reconstruction error is the use of realization and Lyapunov methods from the 
linear system theory.
The research work reported in this dissertation is fairly complete. But on the 
other hand, some issues remain which will be summarized next for future research.
1. The global convergence issue for the two iterative algorithms in Chapter 2.
It should be clear that the minimum solutions for the nonlinear optimization 
as in Chapter 2 are local in general, although all the design examples in our 
simulation give very decent results. Whether or not local minimums are close 
to the global minimum is worth further investigation. A much harder problem 
is clearly the search for global minimum solution.
2. The perfect reconstruction issue for M-channel filter banks.
The design technique developed in Chapters 3 and 4 yields efficient compu­
tation procedures, and low time delay in transmission of the signal. However, 
it does not achieve perfect reconstruction. Further research is needed to extend 
the design technique in this dissertation to achieve perfect reconstruction.
3. The structural dependency issue for the design of nonuniform filter banks.
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This problem has remained open for almost ten years. This dissertation 
has developed the new design technique in Chapters 3 and 4, but fails to solve 
the problem of structural dependency. Future research should be devoted to 
the design of nonuniform filter banks that resolves the problem of structural 
dependency.
4. Design issue for 2-D filter banks.
Chapter 5 has generalized the design methods in Chapter 2 to 2-D systems. 
But extension of the design technique in Chapters 3 and 4 to 2-D filter banks 
was not investigated in this dissertation which is left for future research.
It is believed that problems in Items 2 and 4 axe solvable, even though they axe 
not easy. But the problem in Item 1 is more difficult which may not lead to any 
solid result due to the lack of corresponding tools for general nonlinear optimization. 
The most important and difficult problem is Item 3. It is believed that future 
major development for multirate digital signal processing is hinged to solutions for 
structural dependency.
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